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fore the shop goes into action
again. And for many of us, the
many to whom the shop is the
center and final justification for
being, five o'clock comes too soon
and comes unwelcome. For some
of us, those of us who believe that
even night time need not be lonely, five o'clock comes as just another moment in time-a moment
of change from this to that, of
movement from here to there. We
are content to see what the evening will bring.
These moments have come before in the long history of our
world and it is not unlikely that
they will come again long after
our age shall have faded into the
fogs of ancient history. Aside from
its supreme significance in the
redemptive plan of God, the story
of Calvary and the open tomb
epitomizes the ebb and flow of

Despair and Hope

E walk again these early days
of April the path from Calvary to the open tomb, from the
ultimate despair to the ultimate
hope. And some of us will walk
[ the path this year with a little
better understanding of the mean41 ing both of hope and despair.
There is in our world in these
days the feel of a shop closing up
for the evening- a drawing of
1 shades, an extinguishing of lights,
a summing up of receipts and expenditures. A few of us are fever• ishly trying to finish up the day's
work before the whistle blows.
Many more of us have our eyes
,t, glued on the clock as its hands
move from five minutes till five,
to four minutes, to three, and
• finally to quitting time. All, or
almost all, of us expect evening
and deep night to intervene be-

W
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human history. There comes darkness and the lonely "Eli, Eli" of
man forsaken. There comes the
quiet interlude of man entombed.
But always there comes again the
triumphant moment of man resurgent.
It may be that in our generation man has come to darkness
and the cross. If that be so, there
is comfort in the remembrance
that there was One Who ascended
it before us. We shall meet Him
there and we shall know that the
God Who was forsaken by God
has not forsaken us. And even in
the darkness, we shall be able to
see, not so far away, the tomb
which will not be able to hold us
-because it could not hold Him.

And Greater Fear
F

we seem unusually concerned

I about the doubtful doom of lost
mankind, read the statement given
out a few weeks ago by twelve
leading atomic scientists at the
meeting of the American Physical
Society at Columbia University.
Space does not permit the reprinting here of the whole statement,
but in summary the scientists said
that "the thermonuclear reaction
on which the H-bomb is based is
limited in its power only by the
amount of hydrogen which can be
carried in the bomb . . . . New

York, or any other of the greatest
cities of the world, could be destro yed by a single hydrogen
bomb."
"'
The scientists then stated their
opinion that "no nation has the
right to use such a bomb, no mat- .,.
tcr how righteous its cause. This
bomb is no longer a weapon of
war but a means of extermination •
of whole populations. Its use
would be a betrayal of all standards
of morality and of Christian civilization itself." Against the back- 'r
ground of these very sober considerations, the scientists went on
to recommend that the nations- 1o
all of them- get together for renewed efforts to eliminate the
bomb and other weapons of mass
destruction from their arsenals
and that, meantime, "the United
States, through its elected government, make a solemn declaration that we shall never use this .,.
bomb first."
Two things especially interested
us in this statement. First, the r
statement reflects a profound fear
which we have not been accustomed to associate with the dis- ~
passionate, scientific mind. That
very fact underlines, for us, the
extreme gravity of the situation. ~
Secondly, there is a direct appeal
to "standards of morality and of
Christian civilization." We hope .,
that the smarty-pantses who are
still trying to sell a flaccid human-
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ism as the new gospel will run
their beady little eyes over this
statement and find out just how
., far they have been left behind by
the logic of time and events.
The men who signed the state'~ ment know what we are facing.
An age which has largely lost the
apocalyptic vision would be welladvised to listen to these men
who, in their laboratories and in
their field experiments, have heard
rumbles of "that day of wrath,
that dreadful day." They no longer doubt that the heavens will
melt with a fervent heat and that
• the earth and its works will be
burned up. And they have correctly appraised the problem of
the bomb not as a scientific or
political or military problem but
as a moral problem, a problem
whose solution must be justifiable
in the sight of God.

-r Campus Revival
there was no cause-andPeffect relationship
involved, but
ERHAPS

"' the first turmoil over the H-bomb
was followed by an outbreak of
religious fervor on a number of
.I college campuses, most notably at
''\fheaton College. Already a few
cynics have suggested that the
~ young people are "retreating to
religion," one writer having even
gone so far as to see a common

3

cause for this religious enthusiasm
and for the several student crimes
and student suicides which have
gotten such a large play in the
clay's news.
w·e are not quite cynical enough
to accept that explanation, at least
not in all of its implications. From
our own contacts with college
people, we are aware of a sense of
insecurity, of frustration, on the
campuses. We know also of instances where students have lost
their balance and have done rash
things. But we know of no wiser
thing for a young person who has
lost his sense of security to do than
to find something in which he can
believe and on which he can build
his life. More than one saint has
embraced the faith only after he
has found no other place to turn.
Mass psychology undoubtedly
enters the picture and brings
people to the mourner's bench
who would probably never have
come alone. So much the better.
It doesn't matter too much how
or why one comes, as long as he
comes. If love cannot draw, then
perhaps fear can drive. In either
case, the soul arrives at its true
home.
The regrettable thing is that
so often the fire that is quickly
ignited just as quickly dies. Monday morning always follows Sunday and in our present state the
things of Monday always seem so
much more real than the things

4
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of Sunday. We will permit ourselves what may seem the cynical
prediction that many of the students who confessed to cheating
on examinations or to lovelessness
or to selfishness will, within a
week or less, have looked back on
their confession with a kind of
sheepish grin. But for others, and
perhaps for only a few, that confession will have marked a turning point and they will be living
witnesses to the fact that even today the Spirit of God still lives
and works.

Quantity X
VEN the engineers bring evidence that there is a truth
which lies beyond the tangible
and the measurable. At the General Electric laboratory, cricket
noises and the notes of violins
have been submitted to analysis
by instruments and the conclusion
the engineers have reached is that
these sounds, and some others, can
not be understood in terms of
loudness and frequency alone. As
far as the instruments are concerned, there is no difference between the notes of a Stradivarius
and those of a two-dollar fiddle.
We would like to throw out the
suggestion, for whatever it may
be worth, that the problem here
may be one of reception as opposed to perception. The instru-

E

ments receive intensities and rates
of speed but they lack that X
quantity which, for want of a
better term, we may call "percep- <e
tion." One finds the same thing
among people. There are people
who can look out over a landscape .,.
and receive · nothing more than
a melange of visual sensations. At
the other extreme are those who,
looking out over the same landscape, perceive something which
reaches all the way down inside
them and fills them with tremendous stirrings. Or, to take another
example, there are those who look
at their fellow hairless biped ver- •
tebrates and see only another animal species while others look at
the same creatures and see children of God made in the likeness
of their Father.
Strange how theology keeps
sneaking into these comments,
isn't it? Perhaps it would be -..
stranger still if we were someday
to come across a news story that
did not have its theological implications.

Huh?
suspect the venerable old
W New
York Times of harborE

ing a subversive on the copy desk.
The basis of our suspicion is a
story out of Jackson, Mississippi, 4r
telling of the creation down there
of a state Un-American Activities
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Investigating Committee empowered to look into "all activities contrary to the principles
., upon which our present constitutional system of dividend (sic)
powers is founded."

We're for It
of the periodic skirmishes in the battle of the sexes
got onto the front pages a few
-.' weeks ago when a number of determined ladies showed up in the
Capitol with a demand for full
• and complete equality between
men and women. And while it is
not our practice to espouse specific
items of proposed legislation, we
do not hesitate to champion this
one.
As it is now, we grub together
enough cash to buy the groceries,
• pay the rent, and shoe the baby
or off we go to answer a nonsupport charge. Evening comes
., and we drape our spent frames
from a strap on the bus while
little blonde girls half our age
(and less than half as tired) bounce
• up and down on thick foam
rubber seats. Off we go on a gay
holiday, our spare body weighted
,. down with all of the portable
household goods while our feminine-gender fellow citizen trips
,nightly behind us, inquiring at
intervals whether we are tired.
In Washington, a man fetches
"" ANOTHER

~
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numbers up out of a goldfish bowl
and away we go, a brave smile on
our lips and an M-1 on our shoulder, to frolic in a privilege which
we deny our women-folks. Unjust?
Absolutely. Equal Rights? That's
what we want. Constitutional
amendment? Show us the polling
booth.
Meanwhile, Mama, we're off to
the club this afternoon and we
would like $4.50 so that we can
pick up that darling shirt with
French cuffs that you promised
you would let us get out of last
week's check.

Thoughts on Coal
HE LTnited States is estimated
to have an available store of
energy from bituminous coal
amounting to almost twelve quintillion BTU. But the bituminous
coal wasn't doing us much good
as winter wore on into Spring and
only a kind Providence kept numbers of our fellow-citizens from
experiencing real suffering in unheated homes.
And it didn't help matters
much to find the coal operators,
the union, and government all
pointing accusing fingers at each
other. These recurring disputes in
the coal fields have, by now, become as repetitiously dull as a
vaudeville soft-shoe routine and
even the stentorian verbiage of

T
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old John L. brings only catcalls
from the disgusted customers.
It would be hard to see what
any of the three parties involved
in this year's dispute gained from
it. The operators certainly make
little on mines that are closed.
The union lost out in wages and,
in the long run, from an acceleration of the trend away from coal
to other forms of fuel. The government gained only a reputation
for timidity and confusion and
was finally forced to fall back
upon the very instrument which
it has most roundly denouncedthe Taft-Hartley Law.
As for the consumer-oh well,
never mind. The consumer has
learned, by now, that he is the
perennial fall-guy. And if we are
beginning to sound like Gabriel
Heatter, we don't care. Even fallguys still have the right to grumble.

alumnus and, of all things, a professor of history. Dr. Griswold's
distinctiveness lies in the fact that
he is not a West Point graduate, ..
has never held elective public
office, has no background in the
advertising business, and is not .privately wealthy. His background
is that of a scholar and a teacher.
For no readily definable reason, ,...
we find ourselves delighted by
Dr. Griswold's appointment. In
a sense, his appointment comes
as a kind of vindication of the
scholarly and academic life. In
choosing him, the Yale Corporation has asserted its faith that loo
sound scholarship and sound
teaching can sell a university,
even without a Big Name in the
front office. We offer the Corporation our thanks and congratulations and we wish Dr. Griswold
much success in his new office.

Yale Remains Different

Important Elections

the damosels of the Eastern girls' schools there is an
old adage, spoken sometimes with
unflattering connotation, that you
can always tell a Yale man, which
is by way of saying that old Eli
remains a rather distinctive place.
And now Yale offers another
proof of its distinctiveness. Chosen
to succeed retiring President
Charles Seymour is 43-year-old Dr.
Alfred Whitney Griswold, a Yale

state and in many others,
this month or next month will
be the time for primary elections.
And probably this year, as most "'
years, voting in the primaries will
be light.
What too many people fail to io
realize, although the political
bosses know it very well, is that
the primary is probably evenmore important than the general
election in the Fall. It is in the

AMONG

•
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primary that candidates are nominated. If the voters insist upon
good candidates, they can't go
• very far wrong in the Fall, no
matter which of the two candidates they elect. If they fail to
choose good candidates in the
'l. primary, they might as well stay
away from the polls in the Fall.
Many states will also be electing precinct committeemen for
, the parties in the primary. If it
is reform we want, here is the
place to start. The precinct committeemen are, for all practical
purposes, the political party on
• the local level. They elect the
party chairman, in many places
draw up the "regular" party ticket, in some places back up the
party boss, and in every way act
as the bones and sinew of the

r
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party. Most of us don't even know
who our precinct committeemen
arr and very few of us realize the
essential role they play in the political life of our town or county
or state.
Voting is, of course, a chore.
There are countries in our world
where the citizens are spared that
chore. If too many of us find voting too much of a chore, we may
also someday be spared the necessity of bothering with it. There
are always, in every society, those
who are perfectly willing to run
things for the mass of the people
and some of them will be candidates in the primaries. That is
the place to get them. If they
don't appear on th e ballot
this Fall, they certainly can't be
elected.

The

PILGRIM
"All the trumpets sounded for him on the
other side."
-PILGRIM'S PROGRESS
B Y

P.

0.

K R E T Z M A N N

Everyone was deeply shocked ....
Our hearts went out to the parents and to the neighbor who was
so innocently a part of the tragedy.... Some of us tried to express
our sympathy and said that we
understood how they felt, and yet •
the last measure of suffering and
sorrow was still theirs alone .. ..
God could enter into it ... right
into the heart of it ... but not,.
we. . . . There are always inner
recesses and corners of the human personality which another
person cannot reach . ... Human- •
ly speaking the ultimate sorrow
of the heart and soul must be
borne alone. . . .
This is one of the great difficulties about the story of Lent . . .
we must try to understand, as •
clearly as we possibly can, the suffering of a Man . . . not in a house
somewhere in the United States,
but · in a garden and on a cross,
six thousand miles away in space
and two thousand years away in
time. . .. Furthermore, we must ..
try to understand the suffering of

Soul in a Garden

LENT

again. . . . The same
strange, haunting story. . . I
have been thinking about it tonight, especially about the great
scene in the garden . . . because
I have to talk about it during the
next few weeks. . . . One should
not do that unless there has been
an immersion into the story . . .
unless one has taken it over into
one's own mind and soul. . . . A
few stray thoughts about it tonight ....
The passing years teach all of
us how difficult, it not impossible,
it is to enter completely into the
sorrow and suffering of another
person.... When tragedy strikes
a friend we can and should be
sympathetic . . . in the original
meaning of that abused word ....
But no matter how hard we may
try, we can never really enter the
inner recesses of the heart of anether where the last and deepest
suffering takes place .. . . About
a year ago a little child was run
over by a truck in our town ...

8
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a man who was not only man but
God himself ... and we must understand His suffering not only
with our minds, but with our
h earts.... We must really suffer
·with Him.... At least a part of
His sorrow must become ours and
some of His pain must become
our pain .... If someone asks why
we should do all this, the only
answer is that all of us were in
His heart during those hours of
sorrow ... that, in a way which
we can never fully understand,
we were a part of the agony of
Gethsemane and Calvary ... the
sin which we committed so easily
and carelessly yesterday or today
was in the garden and on the hill.
. . . When all is said and done it
was the basic, ultimate and terrible reason for the sword in His
heart, the agony of His soul. ...
There is much truth in the old
spiritual "Were You There When
They Crucified My Lord?" . . .
And so when we turn to the
garden we face an extraordinarily
difficult task . . . . Just what was
going on there? What does it
mean? Well, it is a very strange
story.... From time immemorial
men had dreamed of God and
gods and of their meeting with
divinity. . . . They had built altars and temples and had imagined the gods seated on Mount
Olympus or elsewhere, forever
young, forever fair, aloof and
cold . . . . These gods were inter-

9

ested in man, but only to see that
their laws were carried out and
that transgression of the laws of
the universe was properly and inevitably punished.... Gods were
gods and men were men . . . and
that was the way the universe
was arranged. . . .
In the garden there is something amazingly different. . . .
The Christian religion says very
clearly what it is all about. . . .
Jesus Christ, God and man in one
person lies on His face in Gethsemane and His sweat falls like
drops of blood upon the earth
which He had created ... and the
immeasurable space is filled with
reeling suns and stars which He
has placed in the long whirling
of the worlds ... and His handsthe very same hands of creationclutch the dust of the garden in
agony ... and the paschal moon,
His moon, shines over waste
oceans and waving treetops and
looks down to light His face, torn
by an agony which was new on
the earth. . . . Let there be no
mistake about this, the Christian
faith says that there had never
been anything like this in the
whole history of creation. . . . It
may be that for some of us there
has been some agony of soul in
our lives, but we have never
known and shall never know anything like this ... all the world's
aching sadness, this drying up of
the fountains of life, this un-

10
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imaginable sickening of soul . . .
this was God and man sufferingand God can suffer more than
man .. ..
Now some men have said tha t
the horror of the garden lies in
the fact that momentarily His
courage failed Him.... He knew
that in another twelve hours He
would be hanging on a cross . . ..
He was afraid of death, they say.
. . . He did not want to go
through with the next fifteen
hours. . . . All this is obviously
untrue. . . . Afraid of death??
Then He would have been weaker than many a brave man who
faces death without flinching .. .
weaker than Stephen whose face
shone as the stones struck him . . .
weaker than all the great company of martyrs who met death
gladly for His sake . . . weaker
even than some of our boys who
looked at death on the land, on
the sea and in the air during the
days of war. ... No, it was nothing like that. . . . If we listen
closely to His words in the garden, we hear that He speaks to
His Father in heaven, not about
tomorrow, not about what would
happen on Good Friday, but
about what was happening right
now on Thursday evening in the
garden. . . . "This hour." . . .
"This cup." ... Is there no help
for what is going on right now?
... His agony of body, mind and
soul was over something that

struck Him under the olive trees
with the disciples sleeping and
the uncalled legions of angels
looking on in terrified wonder. . . . '~"'
Now we should get at the heart
of the matter as quickly as possible ... what struck Him in the
garden ... pierced His soul ...
brought an agony which was
painted palpably on His face:
There were voices, far and unheard, in the garden that night:
"God hath made Him to be sin
for us." ... "The Lord hath laid
upon Him the iniquity of us all."
. . . "Behold the Lamb of God
that taketh away the sins of the ,.
world." . . . In some mysterious
way all the timeless sin of all life
and history gathered in that soul
on that night in the garden . . .
all of it, personal and right down
to this hour. . .. That bit of gossip yesterday ... that sin of impurity ... that murder in Chicago's newspapers . . . the hate in
our hearts and the massacres of
concentration camps. . . . All of
it, all of it, on His head.... He
was sin, and having said that we
shall never know the full mean- ..
ing of what we have said ....
Except in one way . . . the
meaning for us is perfectly clear.
... By His agony we are tonight
quiet, free and forgiven . . . . By
faith in His suffering our faces ._
can be calm and peaceful. ... By
faith in His sorrow we can look

April 1950
up to God because He looked
down into the lowest corners of
hell. . . . Every evil thing that
worries us, every hidden sin, every
fault we can leave in the garden
and on the cross ... He took care
of it.... It is His and no longer
ours. . . . This, you see, is the
Christian religion ... the religion
of atonement, redemption, for-

..,
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giveness .
and there is nothing
else like it under the sun .... We
may accept it or reject it, but it
is too late for us to try to water
it down into something altogether different. . . . It is either this
or nothing.... This, it seems to
me, is the message of Lent to our
anxious and wayward world in
the year of our Lord, 1950 .

j

The Dream of the Cross
A Translation from the Anglo-Saxon
By

THEODORE

J.

...

KLEINHANS

passion and death have
C HRisT's
long been a favored subject

but also for its connection with
the Ruthwell Cross. This famous
monument to Christianity, standing at the Scottish town of Ruthwell not far from where the Solway Firth and the Cheviot Hills
separate Scotland from England,
has inscriptions which parallel
The Dream of the Cross. They
occur in both Runic and Latin.
The cross itself is of brown
sandstone, standing seventeen and
a half feet high; it is about two
feet broad, and one foot thick.
The language of the inscriptions,
as well as the scroll work, dates
the cross from the second half of
the tenth century. Partially destroyed in 1642 by Presbyterian
reformers who considered it an
object of idolatry, the cross was
fully restored in 1823.
· This translation of The Dream
of the Cross purposes both to retain the ancient flavor of the original and to reproduce the language intelligibly. The poem has
the characteristics common to all
Old English verse. Lacking both
the rhyme and meter which char-

for poets and writers, but of all
the accounts, perhaps no other is
more imaginative, more impassioned, and more lyrical than the
Old English poem, T.he Dream of
the Cross. This 156 line piece of
Anglo-Saxon verse was discovered
in a cathedral library at Vercelli
in 1822.
How the English manuscript
reached Italy is not clear. One
theory suggests that Cardinal
Guala-Bicchieri, a papal legate,
brought it from England about
the year 1218; another imagines
that it came with a collection of
devotional literature for English
pilgrims on their way to Rome.
The language of the manuscript
dates it shortly after the year woo,
although there were probably
earlier versions. Sometimes Caedmon (fl. 670), more often Cynewulf
(ob., c. 740), is cited as the author,
though all such suppositions are
conjectural.
The Dream of the Cross is significant not only for its beauty
12
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acterize later poetry, it has only buted to the Savior take on their
stress and alliteration. Each line full meaning only when we confalls into halves, with two stress sider the honor and respect due
to the leader of a werod, a clan
· ' words in each hemistich. The
third stress in each line is called of retainers, under the tribal systhe rhyme-giver and often allit- tem of government.
But even to a reader who lacks
~
erates with the first two accented
words, as in line five of the ex- such . a background, the poem is
sufficiently meaningful that it has
ample below.
Another characteristic is the been acclaimed the best of dehenning, a figure of speech in votional poetry in English.
,
which the writer strives for cir• •
•
cumlocution. Here, reordberend
hwaet, ic swefna cyst
secgan
'"' (speech- makers) means simply wylie,
fJeojJle. Similar to the kenning is
haet me gemaette
to midre
the constant use of synonyms. The nihte,
.-' cross is variously called: gallows,
syththan reordberend
reste
beacon, rood, tree, wood. Christ wunedon.
is referred to as thane, etheling,
thuh te me thaet ic gesawe
prince, lord, king, savior, guard- syllicre treow
ian, creator, statesman, son, child,
on lyft laedan leohte bewunmaster, and high priest.
den
To understand the many nu• •
ances of such a poem, considerable
THE DREAM OF THE CROSS
~ knowledge of political, social, and
Listen! I want to tell of the
religious conditions is essential.
For just as the Romans of the best of dreams, which came to me
-. apostolic age conceived of heaven about midnight, after people were
as a triclinial banquet, so the asleep.
It seemed to me that I saw a
Angles and Saxons thought of it
.., as a feast in the great hall of the wonderful cross, the brightest of
lord, the leader of their clan, as all trees, rising into the heavens
depicted in Beowulf and the Old and wrapped in light. This sign
+ Norse sagas. And an acquaintance was plated with gold; wondrous
with Germanic burial customs, as gems from the ends of the earth
described by Tacitus, Ohthere, or decorated it, five of them on the
Snorri Sturlason, explains the crosspiece. The angels of the Lord,
~ dirge which the burial party sings created most lovely, beheld it. It
while gathered around Christ's was not the gallows of a wicked
tomb. Likewise, the names attri- man, for holy spirits, men of the
•

.

•

• •
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earth, and all the known world
looked upon it.
This cross of victory was marvellous. But !-guilty in sin, covered with stains-saw this tree of
glory wrought with splendor, shining with joys, adorned with gold;
fitting gems covered this tree of
the Savior. Yet through the gold
1 could make out the ancient
struggles of poor souls, and how
the cross had at one time bled
on the right side.
I was troubled with sorrows; I
was frightened before that wondrous sight. I saw that cross change
in appearance and color; sometimes it was wetted by water,
sometimes adorned with treasure,
sometimes soiled with flowing
blood.
Troubled, I lay there for a long
time, beholding the Savior's cross,
until I heard it cry out. The
blessed tree began to speak these
words:
"It was many years ago-but I
still remember it- when I was
hewn from the edge of the forest
a nd cut off my stump. Strong men
laid hold of me; they turned me
into a spectacle; they ordered me
to bear their malefactors. Many
foes carried me on their shoulders;
they set me on a hill, where they
fastened me down.
"Then I watched the Lord of
mankind come quickly, with much
courage, so that He might mount
upon me. I did not dare, contrary

to the command of the Lord, bow
down or break, even though I
saw the ends of the earth quaking.
I would h ave been able to kill all
those evil men, but I stood fast.
"Then the young Hero, strong
and steadfast-He was God Almighty-took off His robe. He
bravely ascended that towering
cross in the sight of many people,
because He purposed to free mankind. As that Noble Man clasped
me, I shook; yet I did not dare
bow down to the ground, nor fall
to the earth, but I had to remain
standing. I was only an upraised
cross, but I held up a reigning
King, the Lord of the heavens, so
I did not dare to bow.
"They drove dark nails through
m e ; the open and malicious
wounds are easily seen. Yet I did
not dare to harm any of them.
They mocked both of us together.
I was all smeared with gore,
poured from that Man's side after
He had yielded up His soul.
"Many a cruel act I endured on
that hill. I saw the Lord of hosts
stretched out dreadfully; dark
clouds circled round above the
Creator, His corpse like a shining
light. A dark shadow stretched
out from below the clouds. All
creation wept, bewailing the fall
of the King. For Christ was on the
Cross.
"Eager men hurried to their
Prince from afar. I beheld it all,
and I was sorely troubled with
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sorrows. Yet I stooped down humbly, with great devotion, before
the hands of men. They laid hold
of the almighty God, they took
Him up out of His severe torture.
The soldiers left me standing and
splattered with blood; I was
wounded all over by arrows. Then
they took Him down, His limbs
,., drooping, stood at the head of
His corpse, and beheld the Lord
of heaven. He lay there for a time,
exhausted after His great struggle.
"With His slayers looking on,
His disciples began to make a
grave for Him. They carved it out
• of white stone; they put the Lord
of victories into it. At sundown
the poor folk, depressed, began to
sing a dirge for Him, as they were
about to leave their famous Chieftain. He rested there all alone.
"Yet for a long while after the
cry of the soldiers arose, we stood
" on that very spot, weeping. The
body, that fair home of the soul,
grew cold .
.,.
"Then they began to chop all
of us crosses down to the earth.
What a terrible fate! Someone
buried us in a deep pit. Neverthe.., less the followers of the Lord
sought us out. They took me up
out of the earth and adorned me
~ with gold and silver.
"Dear friend, you have just
heard how I had to endure an evil
• fate, the worst of sorrows. But
now the time has come when men
from all over the earth, far and

..
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wide, honor me, and all the glorious world prays in front of this
symbol. For the Son of God once
suffered on me; therefore I tower
up gloriously into the skies, and
I can save anyone who believes in
me.
"Long ago I was the severest of
punishments, the most hated by
men, before I opened for mankind the true path of life. But
the Lord of Glory, the Guardian
of the heavenly kingdom, honoured me above other forest trees,
just as He, the almighty God and
before all men, honoured His
mother Mary more than all womankind.
"Dear friend, I ask you now to
tell this vision to all men. Reveal
by your words that this is the
wondrous cross on which the almighty God suffered on account
of the many sins of mankind and
for Adam's faults long ago.
"There He tasted death; yet
the Lord rose again by His mighty
power to help men. He ascended
into heaven; from there He will
make His way to the earth to seek
mankind on judgment day-the
Lord Himself, the mighty God
with His angels, in order that He
who has the ri~t of judging
may then judge everyone according to the deserts of his earthly
life.
"At that time no one can be
fearful, because of the words that
the Ruler speaks, while He is
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talking to many people: 'Where
is the man who would not taste of
bitter death for the sake of the
Lord?' -even as He Himself once
died on the cross. And some are
afraid, and can think of little to
say to Christ. But for a man who
carries this supreme symbol in his
heart, there is never any need to
be afraid; for through the cross
every soul that hopes to rejoice
with the Prince can seek the kingdom of God, apart from his earthly life."
With a contented heart and
with great ardor I prayed before
the cross, alone and apart from
men. My soul was stirred fo go
away. I had waited out many years
of yearning.
Now, the joy of my life is that,
oftener than other men, I can
seek out the tree of victory and
worship worthily. In my heart I

desire this most of all, and the
cross assures me of aid. I no longer
have many influential friends on
earth, because they have all left "
the pleasures of the world and
sought the King of glory. They
live now in the heavens with the ,.
High Priest; they dwell in glory.
Every day I long to myself,
"When will the cross of the Lord, ...
which I once saw here on the
earth, deliver me out of this fleet- ..ing life, and take me where there
is much bliss, the pleasure of ihe heavens, where God's people sit at
a feast, where happiness never
ends? He will put me where I can
live in glory ever after, where I
can share in the joys of saints.
"Lord, you who once suffered
here on earth, on that gallows-tree
for the sins of men, who freed us,
gave us life and a heavenly home,
make me your liegemanl"

..

.
If the truth is that after death there comes a negatively
spiritual life, an eternity of mystical experience, what
more misleading way of communicating it could possibly
be found than the appearance of a human form which
cats boiled fish?

-C. S. LEWIS

On the Religious Imagination-XI
RICHARD

1.

KRONER

Adjunct Professor of the
Philosophy of Religion
Union Theological Seminary

III
perform
H owthiscanmostimagination
serious and most
important task? How can so frail
a tool, so human an instrument
fulfil what reason is unable to do?
How can the most difficult of all
rational problems be solved by an
intellectual capacity so closely
affiliated with fancy and illusion?
+ How can the most central knowledge, that knowledge which more
., than anything else is connected
with man's spiritual happiness, be
left to the tribunal of a judge so
• easily deceived and led astray,
and to a tribunal which lacks
all rules and indeed all criteria of
~ discovering the truth?
To the human mind, and especially to human reason, these
.; questions are natural and seem
inevitable. However, as living persons we know that life and personality are not regulated by mind
and reason alone, that these intellectual powers, great and indis~

pensable as they are, nevertheless
do not exhaust our essential being;
they do not reach the deepest and
the highest spheres of our or of all
existence. Irrefutable illustration
is seen in two sets of facts: the
creativity of the genius in the
realm of the fine arts, and the
most creative of all forces in every
man-love. And these two facts
also demonstrate that in both cases
imagination is at work. The human life is shaped by love (and
hate), and it is most truly depicted
by poetry.
What is the key to the secret of
imagination? In contrast with rational ·thought, it embraces the
totality of existence: reason and
sense, the abstract and the concrete, the universal and the individual, the ideal and the real,
being and non-being, the permanent and the changing, mind and
nature - the extremes of experience. It is the great mediator be-
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tween the external and the internal, between body and soul, between earth and heaven.
This mediating function enables
and entitles imagination to claim
the solution of the ultimate problem not soluble by the detached,
abstract and abstracting intellect.
Even the deficiencies and dangers
of this power are necessary, evidently necessary, consequences of
the triumphant glory and victorious superiority of this gift. The
greatest and most precious cannot
be given without risk and possible
misuse (as also is shown by the
other gift of man-freedom). Imagination precisely because it surpasses the merely and purely theoretical truth, is exposed to error
and illusion more than reason can
be. Its sentences cannot be examined or verified in the same
exact and reliable way. A force
that con joins the rational. and the
irrational, the conceivable and the
inconceivable, the finite and the
infinite-thought and life-cannot
be of the same rank as reason; it
cannot possess the same virtues
and yet perform its superrational
task.
Imagination, and imagination
alone, performs the miracle to
present the Ideal as reality, and
the Reality as ideal to the human
soul and heart, to the will and
the mind, to reason and sense, to
the whole personality. Therefore,

imagination is not only the creative source of artistic production,
but also the root of religious experience. The Highest cannot be
experienced, except in an imagin ative fashion. Even the very
phrase, "the Highest," is imaginative as the literal meaning is conlined to sense experience alone.
Not the letter, but the spirit gives
life; and the spirit could be defined as the result of the collaboration of all human powers, as the
integrating force of the whole personality. Spirit, therefore, needs
imagination as the medium of its
existence ·and expression.
Creation of the world is an imaginative expression which cannot
be replaced by any rational term
or concept. As the deepest source
of all human creativity is rooted
in the imagination, so also the
word, "Creation," points imaginatively to the deepest source of
all existence and of all life. Reason cannot avoid ultimate antinomies, if it dares to think out this
ultimate source. The grossest mistake of Scholasticism was the arrogant pretension to know the
essence of God in a "natural," i.e.}
purely intellectual way. This was
a relapse in pagan, especially Aristotelian, intellectualism. Instead of
baptizing Aristotle, Thomas Aquinas was paganized by him. Instead
of making philosophy the handmaiden of sacred theology, the
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reverse was accomplished. The
most obvious proof of this relapse
is the vain attempt to combine
both "natural" and "supernatural"
theology, as if they were compatible. Aquinas apparently never detected this fallacy. He was convinced that the Aristotelian god,
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who knows only himself and has
no regard of world and man, and
the Creator God of revelation are
one and the same Being. He even
defined bluntly the essence of the
god of his natural theology as
being intellect knowing itself
alone.•
•Qu.

14,

Art.

2

in the Summa.

IV
One last remark may be added,
which should warn some friends
of the theory of religious imagi.; nation not to take it too simply.
As imagination itself is endangered by many pitfalls, for superstition and idolatry may be its
products, so also the theory of religious imagination itself is easily
endangered by more or less vulgar
or fallacious interpretations. There
.., is a mystery within imagination
as wide and profound as is the
mystery of God Himself. In the
perspective of sacred theologyand
this perspective alone is in
""
agreement with the mystery of
revelation, and therefore of that
"" prophetic imagination which is
operative within revelation- it
is not human imagination un~ supported by divine inspiration,
but rather supported or even kindled and directed by God Himself,
~ which performs the highest task
of reason. This theological conception alone is adequate, if the

task is to be regarded as having
been accomplished. It is the contention of faith that it is.
One might be tempted to interpret the operation of revealing
imagination in a profane, irreligious spirit. One might argue
that the object of imaginative
knowledge is the product of human imagination only, that God,
as depicted by the Bible and by
the dogma of the church, is the
manmade image of man himself,
somewhat idealized and absolutized, but nonetheless of human
fabric and origin. Ludwig Feuerbach was the first to work out this
theory in detail and with force,
even with a kind of devastating
enthusiasm. He did not feel that
his enthusiasm destroyed itself, its
own source, until in the end the
most narrowminded and trivial
materialism remained. Today similar ideas have been uttered by
U namuno and Santayana, Freud
and the Freudians.
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There IS some truth in the
Feuerbachian theory, but theories
in which a partial truth is enlarged and asserted as the full and
only truth are most pernicious
and destructive. The partial truth
is that the image of God in revealed religion (as indeed in all
religions) is somehow anthropomorphic. But, according to the
biblical record, man is created in
the image of God, so that God
admittedly has to be presented as
resembling man since man resembles God. It is the avowed
thesis of biblical revelation (if the
term thesis may be allowed), that
God and man are like Father and
child-how should the image of
God not be akin to that of man?
This is also to be expected, if it
is true that religious imagination
makes the ideal of reason real, because reason is a human power.
According to the Bible, God is in
perfection and holiness what man
is in imperfection and sinfulness.
Anthropomorphism, therefore, is
not a reproach, but an inner necessity of revelation.
However, the Feuerbachian theor y completely ignores or destroys
the religious function of imagination. It may point out many details in the picture of revelation
and even more of dogma, but one
thing is not explained: the religious character of imagination at
·work. The th eory ignores the fact

that reason cannot solve the ultimate problem and that religious
imagination at least offers a solution. At bottom, Feuerbach and
his modern successors pretend to
know the true solution in a philosophic form, and this self-deception makes them blind to the real
problem and to the real function
of religious imagination, be it in
mythological or in revealed religion. After all, the difference between the religions, great and serious as it is, must not conceal the
identity of the problem which all
of them hope to solve, and the
identity of the function which all io
of them perform in life, as long as
they are themselves alive. The
Feuerbachians cannot understand
mythological religion any better
than they can understand revelation, because they do not understand the fundamental contribution and performance of religious ""
imagination at work in all religions (though not with the same
moral and spiritual effect). The •
fundamentalists are a wholesome
corrective to the fictionalists (as
the Feuerbachians may be called). ~o
Both are wrong, but their very
antithesis shows that an element
of truth must be in each, for they 1,
correct each other.
The fundamentalists who uphold the theory of verbal inspira- ~
tion exaggerate the element of
inspiration which is genuine and
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inseparable from revealed religion.
The fictionalists who falsify the
element of imagination, at least
recognize its presence and importance. The Bible is both a human,
very human, and a divine book.
It is both profane and sacred.
Thus, the danger of religious
imagination permeates even revelation, if taken literally. But this
holy and yet also human book
erects a sign of warning. "My
thoughts are not your thoughts,
neither are your ways my ways"there is a mystery behind all im-

...
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ages and behind all words, never
to be revealed, and this absolute
and definitive barrier of knowledge is announced by revelation
itself.
Religious imagination has limits,
as has revelation. God speaks and
acts, but even so, He is hidden.
We have to respect this limit. We
have to revere as much the wisdom which restrains as the wisdom which grants. "We have this
treasure in earthen vessels, that
the excellency of the power may
be of God, and not of us."

"When I get to heaven I mean to spend a considerable
portion of my first million years in painting, and so get
to the bottom of the subject. But then I shall require a
still gayer palette than I get here below. I expect orange
and vermilion will be the darkest, dullest colours upon
it, and beyond them there will be a whole range of wonderful new colours which will delight the celestial eye."
-Painting As a Pastime. Bv WINSTON CHURCHILL

THE

ASTROLABE
By
THEODORE GRAEBNER

CU VI PAROLAS ESPERANTE?
~You don't get that. It means:
• "Do you speak Esperanto?"
Very probably you don't, but do
you realize that a monthly journal entitled Espero Katolika, received blessings from Popes Pius
X, Benedict XV, Pius XI?
You don't get excited.
But consider this that there are
crossing the national borderlines
regularly hundreds of thousands
of letters written in Esperanto between persons who have never
met, some letters written "just for
fun," others on scientific or technical subjects, and the handbook
"Esperanto: The World Interlanguage" says: "Many talk of friendship and love. A number of international Esperantist marriages
are testimony to the fact that
this may lead to extreme consequences!" You will admit that this
thing just can't be passed up.

At the Esperantist Congress of
1947 exactly 1,372 delegates from
thirty-six countries were in at- -.
tendance. So the war which ruined
the British pound sterling has
failed to wreck Esperanto.

~

THE TIME IS RIPE FOR
INTERLANGUAGE
~President Truman in a New •
~York Times Magazine interview has declared that the main
obstacle standing in the way of "
international friendship and co~
operation is the difference of language; that even the best inter- ..
preter will unintentionally distort
the meaning intended.
Commenting on the meeting of ~
the United Nations General Assembly Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt
declared that the "language barrier is a very severe one," as fifty- tseven nations gather for consulta22
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tion, and she expressed her hope TilE TOWER OF BABEL
that "every child throughout the ,& It is difficult to say how many
world should learn the language ~languages there are in the
of his own country and one agreed world. In Esperanto, the World
language which would be the lnterlanguage, compiled by
same all over the world."
George and Doris Connor and
When Roosevelt, Churchill, printed by the Beechhurst Press,
Stalin and Chiang-Kai-shek were 1948, at New York, it is pointed
the Big Four they could not talk out that the French Academy has
to one another direct! y although established a list of 2,796. The
the four men, among them, were number of languages of real literable to understand fifteen or six- ary and practical importance is,
teen languages.
of course, much smaller, and may
In 1945 the London Govern- be put at approximately 120.
ment sent a message to General There are only about seventeen
De Gaulle "requesting" him to do languages whose speakers number
certain things. The verb "to re- over twenty-five million people.
quest" was translated into French They are, numerically speaking,
as "requerir," which means "to in approximately the following
require, to summon," and what order: Chinese, English, Hindiwas meant to be a friendly sug- Urdu, Russian, Spanish, Japanese,
gestion was turned into an ultima- German, French, Bantu (many
tum. General De Gaulle became dialects), Bengali, Portuguese, Italenraged, and it took considerable ian, Javanese, Polish, Arabic, Ma~
la y, Telugu.
effort to clear up the matter.
We cannot blame the advocates
In his book entitled Languages
of a widening knowledge of Es- for War and Peace, Professor
., peranto when they urge that the Mario A. Pei, of Columbia UniInterlanguage is a living fact. It versity, designates eight as "key
is being widely used at interna- languages": "The man who has
" tiona! conferences, in personal some practical acquaintance with
and business correspondence, in English, French, German, Spanish,
books and magazines, in science Portuguese, Italian, Russian, and
1' and research, in travel and trans- Japanese is, roughly speaking, in
portation, in motion pictures and a position to make his way around
on the radio. For some sixty years, the world." Anyone knowing of
• it has been widely applied in prac- the difficulty of German and Rustically every field of human en- sian will consider the case bad
deavor.
enough. But the writer then con-
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tinues: "If to this knowledge he
adds a smattering of Arabic, Chinese, Malay, and Dutch, and the
ability to identify a few other
tongues, so that he can distinguish
between Polish and Czech, Swedish and Danish, Finnish and Hungarian, at least in their written
form, his linguistic education, for
purely utilitarian purposes, is
completed." Now, Polish, Czech,
Finnish and Hungarian are among
the most difficult languages in the
world. A foreigner, using only
textbooks, may never gain more
than a reading knowledge of any
of them. Learning to read, write,
and speak Chinese is almost a
lifetime job for a Westerner.
One of the reasons why Germany was rapidly gaining control
of the world market (1900-1910)
was through the insistence on
sending salesmen to South America, Africa, and the Far East who
spoke fluently the language of
their customers.
A relic of the time when French
was almost a universal language
are the dedications which you find
in the musical compositions of
the Eighteenth Century, the Sonatas of Beethoven, Mozart and
Haydn, for instance, all in the
French tongue. There is nothing
like this in the world today and
with national feelings and jealousies, hatreds and resentments being
what they are, there is no hope
of any improvement in that di-

rection. And there is some good
sense in the words of Dr. Bjorn
Collinder of Upsala, Sweden, when
he says: "If the world were not
governed by as little wisdom as
it is, Esperanto would already
h ave been introduced in the
schools of all lands, and the world
l a ngu a ge problem would be
solved."

BASIC ENGLISH
~Speaking at Harvard UniverW sity in 1943, Mr. Winston ~
Churchill said: "It would certainly be a great convenience for us
all to be able to move freely about
the world-and to find everywhere •
a medium, albeit primitive, of
intercourse and understanding."
H e then advocated "basic English"
as the solution, the simplified '1'
English worked out by Professor
C. K. Ogden, of Cambridge, England, and first published in 1930.
Ogden was not the first on the
ground. Fifteen years earlier a
Munich Professor, Dr. Adalbert ~
Baumann, worked out WEDE
(W elt-D eutsch, Universal German), a simplified form of Ger- 'r;
man with phonetic spelling, to
be used in a German-dominated
postwar world. And in Sweden, a
certain Professor Zachrisson pro- •
posed his "Anglic," which is English with semi-phonetic spelling.

1
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His project was based on the idea
that irregular spelling and difficult pronunciation are among the
greatest handicaps of English. Unfortunately, such spellings as "in
~
ternashonal asoesiaeshon" make
words difficult to recognize for
people in other countries.
I
The Basic English reduces the
!anguage to abo~t 8oo wordS,
mainly by means of highly cumbrous circumscriptions which make
it altogether impossible as a medium of thought exchange. It gets
rid of the verb "to sell" by using
"to take money for"; a pear is
"an apple-like fruit round at one
end and pointed on the other."
Or take the phrase, "This watermelon tastes good." Basic English:
"This large green fruit with the
form of an egg and a sweet red
inside has a good taste." Compare
• Esperanto: "La akvomelono gustas
bone."
In their book on Esperanto the
Connors say: "It seems that Basic
English has found no other practical uses than to serve as an introduction to English for foreign" ers, and to teach a relatively small
number of English-speaking people
how to express themselves with a
limited vocabulary. No internationa! conference has ever been
held m Basic English, and we
know of no business firm or international organization prepared
to correspond in Basic."

.
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ORIGIN OF ESPERANTO
~ Reference has been made to
~ the first attempt in the direction of a universal language-Volapiik. The need for a universal
tongue was so great that in spite
of its many faults Volapiik soon
won hundreds of thousands of followers. About thirty periodicals
were published in it, and approximately 300 clubs in different
countries were devoted to its study
and diffusion. The movement organized three international Congresses at which, however, ·little
Volapiik was spoken. Reading and
writing it was a thrilling hobby
for many, speaking it fluently
went beyond the capacity of even
its inventor. Volapiik's fall was
faster than its rise, due mainly to
the quarrels which developed
among its sponsors, occasioned by
its difficulty of construction.
Dr. Ludwik Lazar Zamenhof, a
Russian Jew living in Warsaw,
was the inventor of Esperanto. He
labored on his scheme during early
manhood years and in 1887 published a grammar and dictionary
of his Linguo Internacia, which
soon was called, after the pseudonym under which Zamenhof
published it, "the Esperanto language," or simply "Esperanto."
Germans, Russians, and Swedes
took hold of the new language,
magazines were started in it, and
the first Universal Esperanto Con-
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gress was held at Boulogne-surMer, France, in 1905.
Esperanto is a really ingenious
product of extracting from the
more important European languages a large number of stems
and adding to these certain syllables, easy to pronounce and familiar from their appearance in
Spanish, French, German, and the
Slavic languages. Zamenhof invented a grammar consisting of
sixteen rules without exceptions,
so simple that it can be mastered
within a few hours. The vocabulary consists to a very large extent of words which are internationally known. An English-speaking person is likely to recognize
between 70 and 75 per cent of the
Esperanto words. Every letter in
Esperanto has one sound which
never varies. One immediately
recognizes, however, a word like
fotograf, farbo (paint), pudro
(powder), pulmo (lung) -notice
that all nouns end in "o." All
verbs end in "i," and so we have
rilati (to relate to), perfidi (to betray), peti (to ask). The fundamental numerals (not declined)
are: unu, du, tri, kvar, kvin, ses,
sep, ok, nau, dek, cent, mil. Tens
and hundreds are formed by
simple junction of the numerals.
The verb undergoes no change
with regard to person or number.
Forms of the verb: present time
takes the termination -as; past, -is;

future, -os; conditional, -us; imperative, -u; infinitive, -i.
To form the plural of a noun
the letter j is added. There are
only two cases: nominative and
accusative; the latter is obtained
from the nominative by simply
adding n.
In general, one can say regarding the vocabulary that it is basically derived from the Latin, which
means, of course, that an Englishman, an American, as well as an
Italian, Spaniard, and Portuguese,
a Brazilian, Mexican, will immediately identify the meaning of
many words without consulting a
dictionary.
It is quite safe to say that if
there ever will be an international
language it will be Esperanto or
some modification of it, mainly
because it is easier to learn than
any other language in the world.
The simplicity of the language
may be gauged from the introduction of the famous "Keys." The
Key is a tiny booklet which weighs
usually only a fifth of an ounce
and can be included in a letter
without requiring extra postage.
It contains the grammar and basic
vocabulary in a practical form, so
as to enable anyone to read and
understand an Esperanto text by
looking up the words and word
elements in the alphabetical list.
Suppose you intend to write to a
person who understands neither

r
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English nor Esperanto, living in
Iceland. You write your letter in
Esperanto and enclose a "Key" in
Icelandic. Keys cost only a few
cents, and a collection in about
30 different languages can be
bought for approximately two
dollars. Esperanto "Keys" exist in
thirty-nine languages: Afrikaans,
Albanian, Arabic, Basque, Bulgarian, Catalan, Croatian, Czech,
Danish, English, Estonian, Finnish, Flemish, French, German,
Greek, Hungarian, Icelandic, Iranian (Persian), Italian, Japanese,
Lettish, Lithuanian, Malay, Netherlands, Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Romanch, Rumanian, Russian, Serbian, Slovak, Slovenian,
Spanish, Swedish, Ukrainian,
Welsh, Yiddish. It is actually possible to write a letter in Esperanto
which by the aid of the "Key"
will be understood by a person
of whose language you, the sender,
do not know a single word!

THE ESPERANTO WORLD
~Esperanto has since 1926 a
• complete Bible printed by the
British and Foreign Bible Society
in London. The Old Testament
is translated by Zamenhof and is
said to be the finest Esperanto
ever written.
Original and translated litera-
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ture in Esperanto is already more
comprehensive and varied than
the literature of many national
tongues. Many excellent Esperanto
books are at present out of print
because the war and the totalitarian dictatorships have destroyed
enormous stocks. Paris, The
Hague, Cologne, Leipzig, Budapest, and Tokyo were among the
most important publishing and
distributing centers for Esperanto
literature. Large stocks were lost
in these centers. Important publishing centers today are London,
Stockholm, and Rio de Janeiro .
There are Esperanto institutes
in the chief countries of the world.
The address of the Esperanto Association of North America is 114
\!\Test 16th Street, New York 11,
New York.
About 135 Esperanto journals
are published at present. Some
sixty of these appear exclusively
in Esperanto, while the others also
print articles and news items in
national tongues.
Membership in an Esperanto
Club gives you an opportunity
for perfecting your fluency in the
Interlanguage and for becoming
acquainted with different Esperanto activities. Clubs usually organize classes, conversation circles,
lectures, social evenings, etc., and
carry out promotional activities.

AND MUSIC MAKERS
What Makes Music Great?
[CONTINUED)

BY WALTER A. HANSEN

hThe late Romain Rolland, one
-·of the most erudite and sagacious among the musicologists of
recent times, once spoke of Camille Saint-Saens as a "master who
carried all the old masters in his
mind." The spirit of Saint-Saens,
Rolland declared, was akin to that
of the old masters.
Is it logical to conclude that a
composer who carries all the old
masters in his mind and whose
spirit is akin to theirs is himself
a great master? By no means.
Many will tell you that SaintSaens actually was a great master.
His works, they argue, are so far
superior to those of numerous
other writers of music that one
has every right to use the adjective
"great" when speaking of his
achievements in the domain of
composition.
Saint-Saens had infinitely more
ability than hundreds of other

composers. One must grant that
he was a master in some respects.
He had what Rolland called "perfect clarity of conception." His
works are highly polished. He put
refinement into his music. He
wrote with unmistakable elegance
of expression. In consequence,
many speak of him as the French
Mendelssohn.
I cannot quarrel with those who
assert that Saint-Saens was a great
composer, just as I cannot gainsay
those who make the same statement about Mendelssohn. There
are, however, degrees of greatness.
One star differs from another star
in brightness and in glory. There
are kinds of greatness just as there
are degrees.
I do not like to apply the word
"classic" to human beings, but I
think I know what Rolland meant
when he declared-! am quoting
from a translation - that "Saint-
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Saens had the rare honor of becoming a classic during his lifetime." In my opinion, it was the
crystalline clarity in the Frenchman's music which elevated him
to the high rank accorded to him
by the famous musicologist-clarity combined with polish, refinement, and elegance.
Rolland points out that SaintSaens was free from every trace
of pedantry. I agree. Mendelssohn,
too, was an archenemy of pedantry. But it is an unassailable fact,
I believe, that neither Saint-Saens
nor Mendelssohn had as much to
say in their music as, for example,
Bach, Handel, Mozart, Beethoven,
Brahms, Schubert, Chopin, or
Wagner. Both men were great.
But they were not worthy of being
mentioned among the greatest of
the great. And it is important to
point out that Rolland was perspicacious enough not to contend
that Saint-Saens was one of the
greatest of the great.
The greatest of the great, you
know, say exceedingly much in an
exceedingly capable manner.
Any discussion of greatness is
bound to be perplexing. It is possible-yes, even probable-that the
hackles of more than one of you
will rise when you read what I am
putting on paper. I can hear some
of you exclaiming at the top of
your voices, "Both Saint-Saens and
Mendelssohn have far more to say
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to us than Bach, Handel, Mozart, Beethoven, Brahms, Schubert,
Chopin, or Wagner!" Perhaps they
do. If so, you have a right to assert
with every ounce of your strength
and eloquence that in your opinion Saint-Saens and Mendelssohn
must be numbered among the
greatest of the great.
What I am trying to point out
is that the evaluation of greatness, in whatever degrees and
kinds it occurs, is, to a large extent, a highly subjective matter.
If anyone tries by main force to
take this important and fundamental truth out of the study of
music, he is attempting to do
something that is as unreasonable
as it is impossible.
Paul Hindemith
1'1 I can mention another master
1J who carries all the old masters
in his mind. His name is Paul
Hindemith. I am willing to concede that this man is great, but I
hasten to add that he is great as
a composer of music which fascinates the brain and, for the most
part, leaves the heart untouched.
Maurice Ravel once said, "Great
music, I have always felt, must always come from the heart. Any
music created by technique and
brain alone is not worth the paper
it is written on."
Nevertheless, the mere fact that
music comes from the heart does
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not, m itself, make that music
great.
I believe that Hindemith's music
actually comes from Hindemith's
heart. But does it go to your heart
-or to my heart? Ah, ladies and
gentlemen, there's the rub! Music,
you see, can come from the heart
of a composer without going to
the heart of the listener. It is
entirely logical to say that the
man who perpetrated Midnight
Fire Alarm wrote out of the abundance of his heart. But does Midnight Fire Alm·m touch anyone's
heart?
Even Ravel wrote some music
which undoubtedly came from the
heart but lacked that magical
something which touches the
heart.
It is by no means fair to say that
head music, like that devised by
Hindemith, is worthless. One can
learn a great deal about the mechanics of composition by listening intently to works from the
facile pen of this mighty master
of counterpoint. Besides, it is possible to have one's heart in the
listening. Nevertheless, I believe it
is safe to say that whenever one
gives ear closely and enthusiastically to the compositions of Hindemith, the head is bound to play
a more prominent role than the
heart. I hope the blind worshippers of Bach will forgive me if I
maintain with all the stoutness of

heart I can muster that the same
thing is true when one gives attention to the awe-inspiring Die
Kunst der Fuge.
One does not do proper honor
to a great composer by worshipping blindly at that composer's
shrine. Bach was a human being.
He, too, sometimes wrote music
which appeals far more forcefully
to the head than to the heart. No
great master-not even one of the
greatest of the great-produced a
great masterpiece every time he
put pen to paper.
Let me try to illustrate some of
my contentions on the basis of a
concert I attended and reviewed a
short time ago.
A Fascinating Program
~

Two masterpieces of orchestral
a composition
wrought with dumbfounding contrapuntal skill, and one of the
most beautiful symphonies ever
written made up the program.
The composers to whom the conductor of the orchestra paid his
respects were Berlioz, Hindemith,
Richard Strauss, and Franz Schubert. From the legacy handed
down by Berlioz the maestro
chose the overture to Benvenuto
Cellini. From the output of Hindemith he selected the Symphonic
Metamorphosis of Themes by
Carl Maria von Weber, composed
m 1943· Strauss supplied the

f!f wizardry,
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Dance of the Seven Veils, from
Salome, and Schubert, the great
master of melody, provided a climax of enthralling beauty in
his Symphony No. 9, in C Major.
It was one of the most fascinating
programs I have seen in many a
moon. It was a bill of fare to cram
one's mind with reflections and
conclusions.
vVhen you listen to a composition like the overture to Benvenuto Cellini, you are aware at once
of its creator's fabulous skill in the
art of instrumentation. You think
of the score, which, as you know,
is constructed with crystalline
clarity and with an unusual sense
of balance. Then you ask yourself: "Is the conductor actually
presenting what Berlioz put on
p aper, or is he distorting the
music, veiling it in a cloud, so to
speak, and bespattering it with
the mud of inefficiency? In other
words, is h e showing me that
Berlioz was one of the greatest
masters of orchestral sorcery the
world has ever seen, or does his
leadership give evidence of dimness of vision?"
If you are convinced that the
conductor is not enveloping Berlioz' music in fog, you are happy.
If you realize that he is letting
you see all the brilliance and all
the sharpness of the overture, you
rejoice. If you conclude on the
basis of analytical listening that
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his reading mirrors the clarity of
the score, you applaud with enthusiasm and vigor.
What about the music itselfapart from its clarity and apart
from the wonder-working skill of
Berlioz in the art of writing effectively for the orchestra? Naturally,
no conductor can invest Berlioz'
pedestrian melodies with more distinctiveness than they actually contain. No one can make silk purses
out of the ears of sows.
I shall tell you what my own
reaction is to Berlioz' Benvenuto
Cellini Overture. Maybe your conviction is completely and irreconcilably different.
When I give ear to the overture
to Benvenuto Cellini, I take
boundless pleasure in the composer's remarkable command of
the resources of the orchestra. But
I cannot shake off the ironclad
conviction that as a melodist the
sharp-tongued Berlioz was a weakling. The thematic material of the
overture is drab. The orchestration is brilliant. Berlioz' composition addresses itself to my head. It
fails to touch my heart. Furthermore, only one quality of the work
speaks with burning eloquence to
my brain. I am referring to Berlioz' uncanny skill in the matter
of instrumentation. There have
been, and there are, composers
with infinitely greater ability m
the architectonics of music.
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What conclusions did Hindemith's Symphonic Metamorphosis
on Themes of Carl Maria von
TVeber bring forth in my mind?
I was convinced anew that Hindemith makes his finest furrows when
he has another man's ox hitched
Lo his plow. There is a profuse
wealth of amazing contrapuntal
dexterity in the work of which I
am speaking, but the man who deYised the Symphonic Metamorphosis was wise to lean heavily on
themes written by a composer who
had the gift to invent melodies of
distinction.
It is my own opinion that Hindemith, like Berlioz, has no standing whatever as a melodist. Even
in Matthis der Maler, which is regarded as one of his best works,
he employs tunes that are not his
own. He does so in all honesty, I
know. He is not a plagiarist. Perhaps he himself realizes that he
would achieve nothing noteworthy
in the art of composition if he
were to rely primarily on the
melodies he himself is capable of
devising. But Hindemith has amazing ability as a contrapuntist. If
Allfather Bach could be brought
back to life to see and hear the
breath-taking polyphonic writing
exemplified in the score of Hindemith's Symphonic Metamorphosis
of Themes of Carl Maria von
Weber, he would clap his hands
with glee, pat the resourceful com-

poser on the · shoulder, and exclaim, "Well done, Mr. Hindemithl" Could there be a better
compliment? No. Nevertheless,
Hindemith is, to my thinking, primarily a composer of brain music
-even though his compositions
come from the heart.
In the Dance of the Seven Veils
one becomes acquainted with
Strauss the realist- Strauss who
went much farther than Berlioz
in enlarging and enriching the art
of writing for the orchestra. The
exotic and picturesque Dance of
the Seven Veils is one of the
mighty miracles in orchestral
music. I know that the opera in
which it occurs contains elements
and scenes that are revolting; but
when I consider the music as
music, I must take off my hat to
the man in whose agile brain such
writing sprang into being. To my
thinking, the works of Richard
Strauss contain far more substance
than one can find in the intricately polyphonic compositions of
Hindemith. Incidentally, let no
one sneeze at Strauss's skill as a
contrapuntist
Everyone, I believe, acknowledges the impressive greatness of
Schubert, whose Symphony No. 9,
in C Major concluded the program I am discussing. I know that
there are some who, for one
strange reason or another, refuse
to grant that Schubert was a com-
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Ernest Mancoba: A Bantu Madonna carved in Transvaal
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A Nu·n Reading Her Breviary
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pctent architect. I disagree with
them as violently as courtesy permits. Sometimes I am tempted to
cast courtesy to the winds when I
speak with, or write about, those
who assert that Schubert had
slight knowledge of the principles
th at make for good form. Schubert was, and is, one of the greatest of the great. Some will say
that he speaks primarily to the
heart. I contend that he speaks
with equal eloquence to the brain.
There are conductors who present Schubert's Symphony in C

Major with absolute clarity. They
leave no "i" undotted and no "t"
uncrossed. But clarity and accuracy are not enough when one
undertakes to play Schubert. Those
conductors who overlook the fact
that it was a Viennese who wrote
the great Symphony in C Major
and, as a result, fail to let Schubert
the Viennese come to the fore
when this masterpiece is performed
do not do justice to the music.
One dare not make a Rossini or
any other composer out of Schubert.

[TO BE CONTINUED]

Easter Prayer

r

I do
The
The
I do
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not ask, 0 Lord, to see
empty tomb, the broken seal,
nailed hands and pierced feet
not need to feel.

But on this Easter morn, I pray
That Thou, 0 Lord, wouldst give to me
A steadfast faith, a trusting love
That Christ may live in me.
PHYLLIS LINDBERG
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RECENT RECORDINGS

JEAN SmEuus. Symphony No. 2, in
D Major, Op. 43. The Royal Philharmonic Orchestra under Sir
Thomas Beecham, Bart.-1 know of
no better recording of this masterpiece. Sir Thomas' reading is clear
and incisive. It gives proof of a
thorough understanding of the
great Finn's music. RCA Victor
WDM-1334.
JoHANN SEBASTIAN BAcH. The WellTempered Clavier. Preludes and
Fugues, Nos. 1 to 8. Wanda Landowska, playing her Pleyel harpsichord.-One of the greatest musicians of the present day plays some
of the greatest masterpieces ever
written. Mme. Landowska performs
the eight preludes and fugues as
one having authority and not as
the dabblers. This album is a monumental contribution to recorded
music. The recording of The WellTempered Clavier in its entirety,
as played by a musician as great as
Mme. Landowska, will be a fitting
tribute to the memory and the
genius of the master who passed
away in Leipzig on July 28, 1750.
Many of the so-called Bach specialists of our time could learn much
from Mme. Landowska about the
proper tempo to employ when performing the great Cantor's works.
RCA Victor WDM-1338.
AARON COPLAND. Ballet Suite from
Billy the Kid. Prelude, Street Scene,
Card Scene, Fight, Celebration, Epilogue. The RCA Victor Symphony
Orchestra under Leonard Bernstein.-This music, selected from

the ballet titled Billy the Kid, is
scored with a deft hand. It is vivid
and, in the main, lacks the constipated qualities so often in evidence in music from the pen of
the prolific and overrated Mr. Copland. As an encore Mr. Bernstein
conducts jingo, from Copland's Six
~
Statements for Orchestra. The re~I
cording is superb. RCA Victor
WDM-1333.
ERIK SATIE. Gymnopedie No. 1 and
Gymnopedie No. 2. Orchestrated by
Claude Debussy. The Boston Symphony Orchestra under Serge Koussevitsky.-Here you will hear orchestral tone at its best. Satie was
a strange individual, but the two •
tidbits conducted by Dr. Koussevitsky are beautiful in the colorful
orchestral garb designed by Debussy. RCA Victor 49-0771.
.JEROME KERN. Highlights from Show
.<,
Boat. Dorothy Kirsten, soprano,
and Robert Merrill, baritone, with -4
an orchestra under J ohn Scott Trot- ~
ter.-Miss Kirsten and Mr. Merrill
sing the duets Make Believe, You
.-o1
Are Love, and Why Do I Love
You? The soprano sings Bill and
Can't Help Lovin' Dat Man. The
baritone sings Ol' Man River. Much
~
o[ the music of Show Boat wears 'well. The recording is excellent.
RCA Victor WDM-1341.
WALT DISNEY's CINDERELLA, with full
cast and delightful songs from the
motion picture.-Youngsters as well
as grown-ups will enjoy this exceptionally charming album. RCA ,
Victor WY-399.

Unsigned reviews are by the Associates

--------~·---------------------------------General Smith Reports
On Life in USSR
by our former ambassador to Russia is blunt,
T
straightforward, and factual. The auHE REPORT•

'

thor gives sufficient background, as a
rule, for his statements and judg. ments, so that even the uninitiated
can follow him without much difficulty. Those readers, however, who
have read through Isaac Deutscher's
Stalin will find their study of this
book considerably lightened, as that
volume presents the complete historical development of Stalin and his
control of the Russian people.
Gen. Smith deals with his subject
in fifteen chapters in which he presents a picture of Russian leaders and
Russian ways. It is very evident from
the outset that official representatives

*MY THREE YEARS IN
MOSCOW
By Lt. Gen. Walter Bedell Smith,
former U. S. Ambassador to Russia.
Published by J. B. Lippincott Co.,
Philadelphia and New York. 1950.
346 pages. $3·75· Indexed and illustrated.
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of other nations have very little freedom to do as they d10ose in that
country. At no time are they left
without complete police supervision
when they leave their dwellings.
Wherever they go they are followed
by a little black car that observes all
they do and to some extent, at least,
all they say.
The author's first study- and a
whole chapter is devoted to this-is
Stalin, the l eader, and one might say
absolute monarch of all that is Russian or that comes under its rule2oo,ooo,ooo Russians and 10o,ooo,ooo
in satellite countries. No one, including our author, actually knows just
how far his power goes, and it seems
quite evident that no one is being
deliberately groomed to succeed him
when he dies. For three years Gen.
Smith's office was just opposite the
"red-bricked, crenelated Kremlin
walls, the seat of all Soviet power,"
yet he had only four lengthy talks
and one or two brief social meetings
with Stalin-and that was more than
any other Western diplomat enjoyed.
He is the most powerful and least
accessible of the world's rulers. Very
few Russians ever see him. Even the
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Russians do not know whether he
has married again since the death of
his second wife in 1932. Yet he is
omnipresent in every city and village.
He is literally deified. His pictures
hang in every Soviet office, schoolroom, party agency, and Communist
home. His statue is in every park,
railway station, airport, and in nearly
every public building. He is that
combination of demigod and loving
parent which the Russian national
psychology seems to require. No one
finds out who sees him, what meetings he attends, where he goes, where
his home is outside of the Kremlin.
There are no newspaper statements
about him except those authorized
by the propaganda. Even his office
hours are the opposite of othersfrom 9 p.m. to 5 a.m. Smith characterizes him like this: "Courageous,
but cautious; suspicious, revengeful
and quick to anger, but coldly ruthless and pitilessly realistic; decisive
and swift in the execution of his
plans when the objective is clear, but
patient, deceptive and Fabian in his
tactics when the situation is obscure;
he is a great and good friend or an
implacable, dangerous enemy. It is
difficult for him to be anything in
between."
The eleven men, who with Stalin
make up the Politburo, are Molotov,
Malenkov, Beria, Bulganin, Kagano·
vich, Andreyev, Khrushchev, Kosygin,
Mikoyan, Shvernik, and Voroshilov.
All men who have dedicated themselves to the cause, all disciplined and
indefatigable, all loyal to Stalin,
owing to him their advancement, all
ruthless and even cynical in their
determination to retain the power of

the Communist Party and the doctrine of "Stalinism." With the exception of Molotov and Mikoyan,
they have little knowledge of the out·
sidt'! world or of foreign statesmen.
Whatever happens to Stalin, Gen.
Smith is convinced that for many
years to come we must accept the
Politburo as a force to be reckoned
with.
The author has headed •e ach chapter of his book with a lengthy quotation, most of which are from the
writings of Neill S. Brown, our minister to Russia almost a hundred years
ago. Most of these describe conditions at that time when Russia was
ruled by the Czar. They are usually
apt descriptions of what the situation
is there today. Only now, the Czar
is Stalin and his Politburo. In his
chapter on "Mechanics of a Police
State," Smith shows how Russia today is nationally regimented. It is a
system under which the state begins
to determine and regulate the behavior and activities of its citizens
almost from birth, continuing as long
as they live. The heads of the state
do not believe that the people can
regulate their own lives, or govern ,
themselves. The child is taugh t that
the Soviet Union is the only n ation
which represents democracy and
which stands for right, justice, and
peace. The child is taught that the
United States is an imperialistic, aggressive nation, where a small group
of selfish, predatory millionaires dominate all capitalistic trusts, which in
turn dominate the country, that all
workers are subjected to complete
exploitation-and are literally kept
in chains. When the young Soviet

'
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citizen leaves school he comes, in one
way or another, under the all-seeing
eye of the secret police. Russia has
had secret police for centuries. The
secret police today have steadily increased in strength; they are "guardian angels" of the Soviet people
against foreign machinations and
enemy agents, foreign and domestic.
The people themselves seem to be
thoroughly aware of the fact that they
live under constant supervision, and
that he who is caught stepping out of
line will end up in a prison camp
or worse. Arrests by the police are
usually made at night and in an
atmosphere of mystery that is terrifying even to the foreigner with diplomatic immunity. It is apparent to
Gen. Smith, nevertheless, that the
average Russian is quite content to
live like this for he has no standard
of comparison. Those Russians who
did understand such things don't
live there any more. They are in
exile, in prison, or dead.
As to industry and agriculture,
everything is fully under state control. The foreigner may occasionally
get to see a factory or farm, but never
alone. It is always under careful
supervision. In industry the emphasis
is placed on the development of
I>
heavy industry', geared to the possi..., bility of war. The production of
things which the people need is very
limited. How labor can continue to
prove productive is one of the problems, as the workers are war-weary
and caught in a vicious cycle of low
J
wages, high prices, and insufficient
food and supplies.
In agriculture the state farms and
the collective farms produce the crops
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which are always short. If the country has two good crops out of five
it is fortunate. Nearly half of the
Soviet labor force is employed in
agriculture, whereas twenty-three per
cent of our population not only feeds
our poulation, but half the world as
well.
Chapters VIII to XI of the book
bring Gen. Smith's story of the cold
war, the defection of Tito, the Moscow Conference, and Berlin blockade.
As these parts of the picture are
fairly well known to the average
reader, we shall not further discuss
them here. Instead we shall take a
look at what the author has to say
about religion in Russia, to which he
gives a full chapter.
There have been persecutions of
the Christian religion since the beginning of our era, but Russian Communism has set itself against all
religion which, according to Lenin,
is "the opium of the people." After
thirty years of anti-religious propaganda and persecution, however, the
great issues of religious freedom still
are unresolved, for the Russian state
has not succeeded in establishing
moral dominion over the people outside of the Communist Party. The
author describes his visit at the Easter
service in the great church in Moscow, which was packed with people,
the crowd outside being so huge that
it took twenty-five soldiers to get the
general and his wife through to the
Cathedral doors. The signs of an
easing attitude toward the Russian
and Armenian churches did not come
until in 1941 after the Nazi invasion.
By 1945 Alexei became Patriarch. The
Russian Church leaders had to pledge
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complete submission to the rule of
the Communists. The new tolerance
is therefore severely limited and is
primarily designed to serve as an
instrumentality of an expansive Soviet
policy. The youngsters are not trained
in religion at all as far as their schooling goes, and if they are brought into
church at all, it is through the efforts
of parents or friends. The Apostolic
Church of Armenia, one of the oldest
existing Christian bodies, has also
benefitted a little by the new attitude.
The Moslems are found in the Caucasian, Ural, and Central Asiatic
areas. Little has been done for them,
although some pilgrimages to Mecca
have been permitted. Other religious
groups, including the Roman Catholics, and Jews, did not gain any
temporary benefits from the new
policy. The census of 1938 had shown
that in spite of twenty years of opposition to religion, 66 per cent of
the country people and 33 per cent
of the city folks still clung to their
faith. The question is important: Can
the Soviet rule really wipe out religion in Russia? The writer of this
review is strongly of the opinion that
it cannot, and that the change of
Russian attitude in the years to come
will largely depend on the Christians
there and outside of Russia. Ways
and means must be found to keep
the Christian faith vital and the
Christians convinced that Christianity
is ready to work for and with the
Russian Christians.
In the closing chapters of his book,
Gen. Smith treats Culture and the

Purge and the question of War or
Peace, and in his "Postscript" he
draws these conclusions:
"We have ample strength to meet
both the responsibility and the Challenge. We can, if we so resolve, call
into being a sufficiently coherent and
self-confident system in ',Yestern Europe to discourage any adventurous
attempts in that direction ....
"We must continually remind ourselves to take the long view, partieular!y at the conclusion of some dramatic or frustrating experience,
whether it be the end of a blockade
or the termination of a conference
of Foreign Ministers. We cannot deviate from our ultimate purpose because of the elations or the disappointments of the moment. . . .
"Accordingly, having adopted a
policy which has already attained a
considerable measure of success, we
must follow it through to its logical
conclusion if it is to accomplish its
purpose. If we turn back, or slacken
our efforts, we not only risk losing
the momentum thus far achieved, we
may waste what we have already invested. . . . We must face the fact
that we are engaged in a contest of
indefinite duration; that we must
decide our course and stick to it.
"If we do stick to it calmly, determinedly and courageously, we can
go forward, step by step, to the peace
and security which we and all the
free world so ardently desire. The
stakes are too high, and the alternatives are too terrible, to permit even
a suspicion of irresolution.'"

~
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BIOGRAPHY
FRANZ SCHUBERT: The Ariel of
Music
By Robert Haven Schauffler. New
York: G. P. Putnam's Sons. 1949.
427 pages. Illustrated. $5.00.
OBERT HAVEN ScHAUFFLER, poet,
essayist, 'cellist, biographer, and
onetime champion tennis player,
writes with authoritativeness and
much wisdom about the career and
the works of Franz Schubert. His
biography of the great melodist,
whom he calls the Ariel of music, is
far superior to his Florestan: The
Life and Work of Robert Schumann,
which was published a few years ago.
It is a better book in some respects
than his biographies of Brahms and
Beethoven.
Schauffler makes Schubert come
alive. He has devoted exhaustive
study to the career of the short, pot·
bellied, and bespectacled man who
wrought miracles in the music he
wrote. Besides, he has given the most
painstaking attention to Schubert's
compositions. Those who read Schauffler's excellent biography will actually
know the great master of melody as
he lived, moved, and had his being
in the course of the thirty-one years
he spent on this earth. They will become acquainted with Schubert's relatives, with his friends, and with those
who were not disposed in a kindly
manner toward the composer. They
will see Schubert at work and at
play. Furthermore, they will find in
the book an engrossing psychoanalytical examination of the famous melo·
dist's love life.
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SchaufHer's comments on Schubert's
compositions reveal exacting scholar·
ship-scholarship which pays due at·
tention to technical elements without
slighting the emotional aspects of the
music. A complete catalog of Schu·
bert's many works, an extensive list
of recording's, a glossary, a bibliography, and a carefully prepared
index add much to the value of the
biography. Franz Schubert is a book
for the scholar as well as for the
layman.
THE PEABODY SISTERS O F
SALEM
By Louise Hall Tharp. Boston:
Little, Brown and Company. 1950.
372 pages. $4.00.
LIZABETH, MARY AND SOPHIA PEA·
BODY lived during the time of
E
William Ellery Channing, Ralph Wal·
do Emerson, Nathaniel Hawthorne,
Horace Mann, the Alcotts, George
Ripley, Thoreau and Herman Mel·
ville. Elizabeth was a dynamic woman
with an unquenchable thirst for
knowledge. She studied Greek with
Emerson at the age of eighteen. She
was the unpaid secretary of Chan·
ning. At sixty-six she became famous
as the founder of the first public
kindergarten m the United States.
Mary was the wife o.f Horace Manneducator, lecturer and reformer. She
went west with him when he was
chosen first president of Antioch college. Sophia married Hawthorne. In
"The House of the Seven Gables"
Hawthorne made his Phoebe resemble his Sophia. The "gentle Thoreau" was the Hawthorne gardener.
Melville came to call.
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"The Peabody Sisters of Salem" is
an excellent revelation into the lives
of famous men and women. Hawthorne, in particular, whose personality has always been more or less
under a cloud, becomes a hum<'n
being. Fortunately, all three of the
Peabody sisters had an insatiable desire to write letters, diaries and books,
most of which have been saved.
These are the chief sources of Miss
Tharp's research. She also obtained
some of her information from direct
descendents of the various families.
Copious notes, index and list of references will be valuable to the student of the period. But the general
reader as well as the student will enjoy the biographies of the three sisters and the interesting anecdotes
with which Miss Tharp enlivens h er
book.
GRACE WoLF

CRITICISM
DREAMERS OF DREAMS
By Holbrook Jackson. New York:
Farrar, Straus. 1949. 280 pages.

h5°·
HE

as a sympathetic yet penetrating
analysis of 19th Century thought.
Sine~ the book was written by an
Englishman it would be smart (and
I suppose almost conventional) to
assert that his discussion of the American "dreamers" suffers by comparison with his treatment of his three
compatriots, that he is manifestly
more at home • when discussing English thought than he is when attempting to plumb the depths of
Emerson, Thoreau, and Whitman.
But that criticism would be wholly
unfair. It is true that there is an
unevenness of treatment in the book.
The chapters on Carlyle, Morris, and
Whitman eclipse the balance of the
work. At the same time Holbrook's
vast reading in the field of 19th Century idealism has enabled him to present a readable and scholarly critique
of the thought of the six dreamers.
Particularly interesting are his attempts to relate the physical characteristics and social experiences of his
subjects to their philosophies. The
book-printed in England-is beautifully bound, uses a highly readable
type, and should prove invaluable to
anyone desiring to understand 19th
Century thought.

..

1

.

late Holbrook Jackson, Eng-

T land's eminent essayist, philosopher, and critic, in DREAMERS OF

MUSIC IN THE NATION

DREAMS presents a study of the
rise and fall of 19th Century idealism. He pursues his study by critically
analyzing the works of Carlyle, Ruskin, William Morris, Emerson, Thoreau, and Whitman. The sketches of
Carlyle et alii are prefaced by a fiftyfour page introduction which stands

T cians which B. H. Haggin writes

By B. H. Haggin. New York: William Sloane Associates, Inc. 1949.
376 pages. $s.oo.
HE

comments on music and musi-

for the Nation are based on an extensive and substantial background.
They are founded on sharp thinking

1-
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and are written with absolute honesty
of purpose. Haggin wears no man's
collar. In his writings even some of
the renowned music critics are castigated with merciless frankness.
As you read Music in the Nation,
an anthology of articles and book
reviews which Haggin contributed
to the N ation from 1929 to 1948,
you will come under the spell of wide
and deep-rooted learning as well as
of staunchly held prejudices. Sometimes you will agree with Haggin
heart and soul, sometimes you will
long for a brickbat or two to hurl
at the author
Haggin does not spare Paul Henry
Lang, the famed musicologist, nor
does he handle Olin Downes, of the
N ew York Times, with kid gloves. He
speaks his mind tersely and sharply
about singers, instrumentalists, and
composers. Hugo Leichtentritt, the
distinguished author of more than
one book on music, finds little favor
in the eyes of Haggin. The astute
critic of the Nation believes that Alfred Einstein, another renowned authority, writes in a condescending
manner . Haggin adores Toscanini
and does not want Mitropoulos
around when Beethoven is being
played. In short, he often surprises,
bewilders, and even outrages his
readers. More often than not, however, he gives them pleasure.
Music in the Nation is a stimulating book. It is full of meat. By
reading it you will learn infinitely
more about music and musicians than
you will be able to absorb from
shallow and namby-pamby discussions
written by men and women who are
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not worthy of Haggin's steel. Music
has need of its Haggins.

CURRENT AFFAIRS
WALTER LIPPMANN: A Study
in Personal Journalism
By David Weingast. New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press.
1949. 155 pages. $3.oo.
UTGERS PROFESSOR WEINGAST begins by saying the tradition of
personal journalism is nowhere better
exemplified than in Walter Lippmann, then sets forth to determine
the columnist's competence for the
role of opinion molder. There follows a fairly exhaustive study of
where Lippmann has stood with regard to a series of issues that confronted the American people in the
New Deal years 1932 through 1938.
Weingast concludes that too much
has been made of the fact that in the
course of his career Lippmann has
changed his position on certain controversial issues. Also, that there is
no basis for the charge that he is an
opportunist who abandoned the
grubby left for the plush right. Weingast decides that Lippmann has not
been the people's columnist, that he
is to be read with skepticism but
"that he has come close to being the
scholar in journalism."
The book represents a good bit of
research, suggests a type of appraisal
for any man who builds public opinion, might well be required reading
for every journalism senior.
Or Lippmann reader, for that matter.
RAY L. ScHERER

R
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DEEP IN MY HEART: A Story
Based on the Life of Sigmund

Romberg
By Elliott Arnold. New York:
Duell, Sloan & Pearce, Inc. 1949.
51 1 pages. $4.50.
USIC

critics and musicologists will

M argue long and heatedly about
the significance of Sigmund Romberg,
but they cannot deny that some of
the Hungarian-born composer's melodies have thrilled, and continue to
thrill, millions of men, women, and
children in many parts of the world.
Elliott Arnold uses the novel form to
tell the story of Romberg's career. He
takes you to the Hungarian village
in which the composer of the music
for The Student Prince was born and
gives you a vivid picture of life in
the Romberg household. You learn
that Sigmund's parents wanted their
son to become an engineer, and you
observe how the youth, who was
eager to please father and mother,
strove dutifully but half-heartedly to
satisfy their wish.
But music, which played a prominent role in the Romberg family,
was always uppermost in Sigmund's
heart. It could not be pushed aside
to second place. As time went on,
the lad's innate craving for musicmaking asserted itself with ever increasing insistence. Finally Sigmund
foreswore engineering and devoted
himself to the art which lay close
to his heart.
Success and renown came to Romberg after he had settled in America.
His path was strewn with difficulties,

hut he had the pluck and the ability
to surmount all obstacles. Besides,
he had the "breaks" as well as the
vision to make use of those "breaks."
Eventually his parents realized that
he had chosen the right path.
Romberg has done a large amount
of hack writing in the course of his
career, but some of his songs are no
doubt destined to live for a long
time deep in the hearts of millions.
Arnold's well -written biographical
novel shows conclusively that there
is a place in music for the Rombergs
just as there is a place for composers
who are numbered among the great
masters. The book contains a complete list of the shows for which the
prolific and hard-working Romberg
has written the music. In addition,
there is an alphabetical list of Romberg's numerous songs.

THE SHELTERING SKY
By Paul Bowles. New York: New
Directions. 1949. 318 pages. $2.75.
with the prospect of reA
maining stationary, Port Moresby travels to North Africa accomPPALLED

panied by his reluctant wife, Kit.
There, even she becomes fascinated
with the gritty life of the Arabs, with
the insinuating evil of the desert.
Upon Port's death in the Sahara, Kit
has a wild sojourn in the desert and
a somnolent sojourn in a harem.
When immigration authorities finally
find Kit she is insane.
Like many other volumes of experimental writing published by New Directions, The Sheltering Sky skims
over the brittle shell of people and
sometimes dips deep into their souls.

.
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Despite the exotic, sheik-of-Araby
plot and the fragile poetry of Mr.
Bowles' prose, the book seems quite
credible. For all the astuteness of the
volume, it is empty of all human
compassion and, as a result, leaves
the reader untouched.
ROBERTA IHDE

MY OLD KENTUCKY HOME
By Elliot Paul. New York: Random House. 1949. 438 pages. $3-75·
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shortly he begins work on a novel
which is to support his family and
also tell the story of his love.
Apparently hastily written, One Is
a Lonesome Number indicates little
of the story organization or literary
craftsmanship of which Mr. Manners
seemingly is capable. Yet the book
is worthy both of the publishing and
the reading because it glows with the
angel-bright miracle of love between
man and woman.
RoBERTA IHDE

ECOLLECTJONS of life in Louisville

during the frisky days of the
R
now mellowed Mr. Paul are the sub-

stance of My Old Kentucky Home.
He relishes the aromas of old restaurants, his early espousal of jazz, his
acquaintance with the city's flossiest
madams and his own exemplary tolerance of the Negro servants.
As literature the book ranks with
Sunday supplement fiction. And Mr.
Paul sounds for all the world like
an old pussycat anxious that none
forget the days he caterwauled on
the garden fence.
RoBERTA IHDE

•

ONE IS A LONESOME NUMBER
By William Manners. New York:
E. P. Dutton and Company. 1950.
256 pages. $3.00.
ARD PEARSON does not find

W happiness with his job as one
of the harried editors of a crime
magazine, but he finds a deep measure of it in his wife and small son.
When he learns a brain defect will
bring death to him suddenly and

MAUROIS READER
Introduction by Anne Freemantle.
New York: Didier. 1949. 448 pages.
$4-50.
MERICAN readers will welcome this
well-chosen collection of works
from the pen of the gifted French
writer, Andre Maurois. Three complete novels and eleven novelettes
a nd short stories are presented in
the Maurois Reader. The introduction by Anne Freemantle contains a
brief biography of the eminent
Frenchman as well as a succinct critical evaluation of his writings. M.
Maurois has added a moving new
preface for his first, and probably
most popular, novel, The Silence of
Colonel Bramble.
Other works which have won high
praise for M. Maurois are Ariel: The
Life of Shelley, Disraeli, and Byron.
In addition, he has WTitten-especially
for children-colorful biographies of
famous Americans: Franklin: The
Life of an Optimist, George Washington: The Life of a Patriot, and Eisenhower: The Liberator.

A
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ALBERT EINSTEIN
By Leopold Infeld. New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons. 1950. 1311
p ages. 2.oo.
Q

OME

h ave said that it is impossible

0 for ordinary men to understand
Dr. Einstein's ideas. In his book, Dr.
J nfeld tries to present a selected list
of those ideas in a manner which will
dispel this prejudice. He presents the
basic ideas of relativity theory, both
special and general, and quantum
theory. The work of Einstein has
most certainly influenced this world
and Dr. Infeld discusses that influence briefly, along with reference
to Einstein's continuing search for
unity and logical elegance in scientific theory. Dr. Infeld writes:
"Sometime in the future the principles
of relativity may even be taught in high
school. The underlying ideas are both
simple and essential, although the process of translating results into ordinary
language requires time."

Yes, it will take time. The perhaps
well-intentioned compactness of this
book will not greatly shorten the
time required. A man of Dr. Infeld's
scientific experience should be urged
to write a more extensive work on
Einstein's contributions and their influence on our world. The author is
hampered by the fact that he cannot
employ the symbolism of mathematics, eminent for its compactness. The
mere fact that recourse to this sym·
holism cannot be had in a popular
exposition would indicate more extensive treatment by such a qualified
author. Less qualified persons might

attempt it and succeed only in perniciously veiling mathematically precise
ideas and contributing to fashionable
half· knowledge and quarter· understanding. True, there is always a difference between ideas and techniques,
but in the present subject even the
basic ideas are mathematical in character, ideas and techniques are so
closely related and hence in need of
more extensive, less sketchy presentation.
LES LANGE

RELIGION AND
PHILOSOPHY
NOTES ON THE MIRACLES OF
OUR LORD
By Richard Chenevix Trench. Pop·
ular Edition. Grand Rapids, Michigan: Baker Book House. 1949. 1198
pages. $11.50.
HIS reprint of an old favorite follows the same arrangement found
in the first edition of 1846. The book
opens with a number of general essays on the miracles, their nature and
authority, the attacks to which they
have been subjected, and their apologetic value. Then the various miracles
are treated, thirty-three of them, from
the marriage at Cana to the Sea of
Tiberias after the resurrection. In
this popular edition of the Notes on
the Miracles, as in the companion
volume to a similar edition of
Trench's Notes on the Parables, the
numerous notes in a foreign language
-Greek, Latin, German, and French
-have been translated and those considered of present day value have
been retained as foot notes.

T
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Trench's Notes on the Miracles is
widely acknowledged as being the
most comprehensive and penetrating
stud y of the subject in the English
language. The author, who died in
1844 as Anglican Archbishop of Dublin, was a devoted and conservative
High-churchman of the best type, but
his theological writings were free
from sectarian bias. As a writer, he
showed choice Biblical, patristic, and
modern Anglo-German learning, original thought, and a reverential and
truly Christian spirit. His Notes on
the Miracles like those on the Parables have been reprinted many times.
The Christian public will be grateful
that this n ew edition makes them
again available for class work in
Bible schools, seminaries, and colleges.
Ministers will welcome them for the
preparation of their sermons. The
translation of the notes will render
them readily usable by any student of
the Bible.
CARL A. GIESELER

THE IDEA OF USURY
By Benjamin N. Nelson. No. 3 in
History of Ideas Series. Published
by Princeton University Press. 356
pages. $3.00. 1949. Indexed.
HIS

volume is the third in The

T History of Ideas Series, published

under the sponsorship and direction
of the Editorial Committee of The
]oumal of the History of Ideas. The
author is Benjamin Nelson, a professor in the Department of Social Sciences at the University of Minnesota.
He has set as a sub-heading for
his title: From Tribal Brotherhood
to Universal Otherhood, and in it
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summarizes the whole thesis which he
treats in a very scholarly manner. His
bibliography alone covers fifty-three
pages.
In a way, Dr. Nelson by this
volume sets down the background of
our western form of business living
which is being attacked so strongly
by all communists in our day. He
shows the basis of the thesis that
usury is sinful in Deut. 23:19-20,
which regulated the business life of
the Jews and to a degree that of
western Christendom till the time of
the Reformation. He divides his discussion into four parts: 1. Medieval
Universalism and the Deuteronomic
Double Standard; 2. Deuteronomy in
Crisis: The German Reformers and
the Mosaic Law; 3· The Road to
Universal Otherhood: From Calvin
to Blackstone; 4· The Ghost of Deuteronomy (1770-1840).
The author clearly shows how (1)
Luther, (2) Melanchthon, (3) Zwingli, and (4) Bucer philosophized on
this question of usury. Luther very
vigorously opposed usury as such, but
in sisted that it ultimately lay, not
with the Church, but with the State
to set up proper regulations for its
control. Luther had no objections to
a small rate of interest, such as four
or five per cent. His main writings
on this subject fall into the years
1523-1525. Nelson gives his summary
of the crisis of Deuteronomy thus:
the modifications of brotherhood implied in the teachings of Luther,
Melanchthon, Zwingli, and Bucer.
Dr. Nelson then proceeds to show
that it was John Calvin who reformulated the issue by an exegesis
of the Deuteronomy passage which
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assumes a Christian brotherhood different from that of the Hebrews. He
said: "If we wholly condemn usury
we impose tighter fetters on the conscience than God Himself." On the
question: "May it not be objected
that usury ought to be outlawed today for the same reason that it was
forbidden to the Jews because of
their fraternal union?" Calvin answered: "There is a difference in the
political union, for the situation in
which God placed the Jews and many
other circumstances p ermitted them
to trade conveniently among themselves without usuries. Our union is
entirely different. Therefore, I do
not feel tha t usuries were forbidden
to us simply, except so far as they
are opposed to equity or charity."
The position of Calvin, as Dr. Nelson shows in great detail, became that
of western Christendom.
All who are interested in the problem will do well to purchase this
fine book.

VERSE
THE POEMS OF WILFRED
OWEN
With a Memoir and Notes by Edmund Blunden. The New Classics
Series, New Directions. 1949. 135
pages. $1.50.

AN ACRE IN THE SEED
By Theodore Spencer. Cambridge:
Harvard University Press. 1949. 68
pages. $2.50.

VOLUME TWO
By Jose Garcia Villa. New Directions. 1949. 170 pages. $3.00.

Courage was mine, and I had mystery,
Wisdom was mine, and I had mastery ....
so, summing up his life, spoke a
dead English soldier to his new
fri end, the d ead German soldier who
had killed him, in the poem "Strange
Meeting," by Wilfred Owen, himself
to die soon, at twenty-five, leading
his men across the Sambre Canal a
week before the Armistice that ended
World War I. In a letter from the
front he had written: "I suppose I
can endure cold and fatigue and the
face-to-face death as well as another;
but extra for me there is the universal pervasion of Ugliness. Hideous
landscapes, vile noises, foul language
. . . everything unnatural, broken,
blasted; the distortion of the dead,
whose unburiable bodies sit outside
the dug-outs all day, all night. . .
In poetry we call them the most
glorious. But to sit with them all day,
all night-and a week later to come
back and find them still sitting there
in motionless groups, THAT is what
saps the 'soldierly spirit'." Turning
from his schoolboy poems on nature
and classical themes, Owen attempted
to show the mockery of war to the
stupid multitudes at home: "My subject is War, and the pity of War. The
Poetry is in the pity."
"Disabled" tells of a young boy
who had volunteered during the fake
excitement of a rally:
And soon he was drafted out with drums
and cheers....
Some cheered him home, but not as
crowds cheer Goal.
. . . Now, he will spend a few sick
years in Institutes,
And do what things the rules consider
wise,

lo
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And take whatever pity they may dole.
Tonight he noticed how the women's
eyes
Passed from him to the strong men that
were whole.

+-

He wrote of gas attacks, mental
cases, and other horrors revealed but
sparingly by the home Press. This
task he shared with other courageous
young poets, like Sassoon and Graves;
but beyond this he attempted to show
the isolation of the soldiers, their
being forever beyond the reach of
those who had sent them away:
Heart, you were never hot,
Nor large, nor full like hearts made
great with shot;
And though your hand be pale,
Paler are all which trail
Your cross through flame and hail:
Weep, you may weep, for you may
touch them not.

•

There can be little doubt that
Owen would have become a major
poet, had he lived. His sense of words
and sounds and delicate impressions
had made him a disciple of Keats.
His experiments in the use of approximate riming, instead of "perfect" riming, add technical interest
to his poems.
Theodore Spencer, who had been
teaching poetic composition at Harvard at the time of his recent sudden
death, had just finished An Acre in
the Seed, a collection of sixty-five
"sestets"-poems in six lines. Though
cpigramma tic in form, they are free
from "smartness"; instead, they present the delicate observations and
baflled queries of a fine, speculative
mind. The rime scheme is various;
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the line-length is usually four feet,
though sometimes five. The cross-cancellation of human experience is a
common theme, as in "To His Wife":
Beware, my love, lest you should see,
Vassal of too indulgent eyes,
The hero's gaze victorious
Become above the morning tea
(Ex-Cortez with a lost surmise)
Merely a smile uxorious.
Jose Garcia Villa declares that his
Volume Two is an experiment in the
attempt to use words in the manner
of "Seurat's architectonic and measured pointillism" in painting-"where
the points of color are themselves the
medium of expression." And he adds:
"Only the uninitiate would complain
that Seurat should have painted in
strokes." A typical stanza from this
volume runs:
I ,skirted,all,round,Heaven,
There,was,not,a,nook,of,dark,
Not,a,place,to,Jay,the,head,on,
For ,a ,repose,of,sleep-

The parallel between his poems
and the work of the pointillists is,
however, very inexact. Whereas Seurat used entirely independent points
of color, Villa uses grammar connectives-as many, in fact, as if he were
writing conventional prose (e. g.,
"nook, of, dark" instead of "nook,
dark") . In pointillism the color spots
are of equal importance, but a, of,
to, on, etc., are not equal with Heaven, nook, dm·k, place, lay, head, repose, etc. His experiment might be
of great interest if it were carried out
so as to parallel pointillism exactly.
ALICE BENSEN
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SELECTED POEMS
By Alice Duer Miller. New York:
Coward- McCann, Inc. 1949· 75
pages. $2.50.
poems in this collection were
written over a period of forty
years. Alice Duer Miller's first volume
of verse appeared in 1896. Her last
and most famous work in this field,
The White Cliffs, was published in
1940, two years before her death.
Selected Poems contains excerpts
hom Mrs. Miller's seven published
volumes of poetry. Arranged in chronological order, they show clearly the
author's artistic growth and development.

T
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OTHER BOOKS
WOMEN IN THE OLD
TESTAMENT
By Nora Lofts. New York: The
Macmillan Company. 1949· 178
pages. $2.50.

IN NOAH'S ARK
By Rumer Godden, New York: The
Viking Press. 1949. 62 pages. $2.50.
wo popular English writers have

turned to the Book of Books for
T
the subject matter of their latest
literary efforts. In Women in the Old
Testament Nora Lofts presents "psychological portraits" of twenty famous
women of the Old Testament. She
tells us:
I have tried to deal honestly with
these women. . . . I have tried very
hard to avoid giving offence to anyone,
even the most orthodox, who, attracted
by the title, might attempt to read the
book. I have never offered as a fact

anything which cannot be confirmed
from the text of what my grandparents
always called "The Good Book."
This is true. Mrs. Lofts adheres
closely to the Biblical text. She has
not changed or distorted facts; she
has merely tried to evaluate these
facts in the light of present-day knowledge, standards, and values-and according to some twentieth-century
thinking. The conclusions she draws
are, of course, entirely subjective.
Women in the Old Testament is
written with praiseworthy skill. The
characterizations are clear and believable. They are what the author
says she wanted them to be: "living
women, creatures of flesh and blood,
of faults and passions and virtues."
In spite of its merits, Women in the
Old Testament is not a profound or
important work.
Unlike Mrs. Loft's book, In Noah's
AJ'k is almost entirely fictional. Like
Ivirs. Loft's book, it is neither profound nor important. Rumer Godden
has r etained the outline of the stirring account of Noah's voyage over
the waters of the great flood which,
at J ehovah's command, covered the
world and destroyed every living substance- outside the Ark- from the
face of the earth. But a new and dis·
turbing addition has been made to
the list of animals which, two by two,
entered the secure haven of Noah's
Ark. Pegasus, the intruder, a milkwhite winged horse of shining beauty,
was "gifted with a voice. He had to
speak." Pegasus did speak. The resulting turmoil caused Noah to reflect, "This is a small ark in a
tempest." Pegasus is the central figure
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in the allegory which is the core of
Miss Godden's comi-tragic tale.
In Noah's A1·k is written in fluent
and imaginative verse. Passages of
much lyric beauty rub elbows with
witty colloquial expressions and with
samples of tart American slang.

DELIGHT
Reflections by J. B. Priestley. New
York: Harper and Brothers. 1949.
170 pages. $2.50.

+

NGLAND's crotchety author-playwright-essayist sets out to prove,
in this his latest book, that while his
reputation as a grumbler is by no
means undeserved there is another
side to his nature. In many things he
..; has found delight, among them theatre curtains, smoking in a hot bath,
reading in bed about foul weather,
the atmosphere of billiards, lawn tennis, China and the Chinese, and locusts he has known.
To the list (and it is a very long
one) this reviewer would add this
book. It is delightful for its warmth,
(j for its appreciation of the good little
things, and for the excellence of its
prose. Each of the 111 essays has
the warmth of interesting, bantering
conversation. The book is a perfect
gift for a good friend.

E

THE WHITE HOUSE
Home of the Presidents. By Randle
Bond Truett. New York: Hastings
House, Inc. 1950. 81 pages. $2.75.
N 18 pages of text and 63 pages of
illustrations, Mr. Truett tells the
-. story of America's First Home. And
probably no house in the United

I
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States has as distinctive a character as
the white sandstone mansion at 16oo
Pennsylvania Avenue, for its present
character reflects the personalities of
all of the Presidents and First Ladies
who have lived in it since the John
Adamses first moved into it in November, 18oo.
The illustrations tell the story of
the White House from Hoban's
drawing board to Harry Truman's
South Portico balcony. Each of the
great state rooms of the first floor is
pictured, as are the more interesting
details of each room. The price of
the book is rather high but then the
book was designed for people who
are willing to pay for nice things.

THE EARLY AMERICAN HOUSE
By Mary Earle Gould. New York:
Medill McBride Company. 1949.
144 pages. $5-75·
ARY EARLE GOULD, authority on
colonial life in America, begins
her book with the development and
expansion of the early American
house. She explains in detail the
furnishings, cooking utensils, and
year-round activities of the colonial
people. The text is accompanied by
an ample and interesting selection of
illustrations.
The book would seem to be a
treasure for students of colonial life
and antique collectors. The material
itself is interesting and worthwhile;
however, the presentation is a little
flat. A warmer spark of imagination
would have given life to the story,
and would have held the attention of
a larger audience.
ANNA SPRINGSTEEN

M
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WESTERN POLITICAL
HERITAGE
By William Y. Elliott and Neil A.
McDonald. New York: PrenticeHall, Inc. 1949. 1,027 pages. $g.oo.
ESTERN POLITICAL HERITAGE

taking research and study have produced this masterpiece of western
political thought. It is without a
doubt one of the best introductions
to the study of political science.
RICHARD G. ALTOBELLI

is

a monumental study of the deW
velopment of constitutional democracy. Embraced within this I,027 page
compendium of readings covering a
span of twenty-one centuries of western thought are the outlines of political philosophic development and
the moral problems associated with
the broad concept of the State.
The readings reveal the distinct clash
of cultures and the conflicting political ideas of the State. Finally, this
massive text contains the "basic views
of human nature that included both
( 1) the naturalistic and psychological
conceptions from Sophism to Positivism and (2) the ethical analysis of
man's values from Plato and Stoicism
up to the restatement of modern
liberal and constitutional doctrines."
Dividing this tremendous project
into fifteen broad areas of thought
beginning with the "Dawn of Political Consciousness" and ending with
the contemporary "Toward a Constitutional World Order," the authors
have produced a study that will be
of lasting value both to the student
and the scholar. Professors Elliott
and McDonald have written essays
on the readings in order to provide
an invaluable interpretation, in
broadest outlines, of the significance
of the philosophers and institutions
under consideration. Years of pains-

SELECTED WRITINGS: BORIS
PASTERNAK
New York: New Directions. I949·
288 pages. $1.50.
HIS

pocket-size edition of selec-

T tions from an important Russian

+

modern writer consists of his complete though short autobiography
"Safe Conduct" translated by Beatrice Scott, with four selected short
stories (our favorite is "The Child~
hood of Luvers") translated by Robert ._
Payne, plus two groups of his . poetry
(we very much like "We're Few")
translated respectively by C. M. Bowra and Babette Deutsch. The origi nals were written with much poetic
imagery that successfully comes
through in the English language, too.
It
Born in Moscow in 1890, Boris
Pasternak began his highly individ- ~
ualistic literary activity in I9l2· Today he has to his credit several
volumes, from which this material
has been taken, that are obviously
not intended for the masses. Up to
the end of the Second World War he
published freely, but at present he
lives in obscure retirement. We notice
in these selections that, unlike many
Soviet poets, he is well versed in
Western culture, though he does not
endorse it.
HERBERT H. UMBACH
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READING ROOM

By
THOMAS
COATES

nous publication, is still leading
the field of women's magazines.
This proved to be the cornerstone
of .t he fabulously successful Curtis
publishing enterprise. This includes, among other magazines,
the famous Saturday Evening Post,
which Curtis bought in 1897 for

Men Who Made Magazines
month we essayed to give
a brief historical resume of
American periodical literature, on
the basis of James Playsted Wood's
new book, Magazines in the United
States (Ronald Press Co., New
York, 1949). We turn now to his
evaluation of some of the titans of
tJ the world of American magazines.
Space is obviously too limited to
name or describe them all, but a
few representative figures loom up
as meriting special attention.
Cyrus H. K. Curtis, born in
Portland, Maine, in 1850, was perhaps the first tycoon of American
"' magazine journalism. After brief
journalistic experience in Boston,
he went to Philadelphia in 1879
and began publication of a fourpage weekly, The Tribune and
Farmer. This modest paper con_. tained a women's section, written
by Mrs. Curtis. Noting the fact
that this was becoming the most
popular feature of the paper, Curtis began publishing it as a monthly supplement. Thus was born
the Ladies' Home journal, which,
.; after almost 70 years of continLAST

+

$ 1,000.

A great measure of the phenomenal success of the Curtis
journalistic empire was due to the
genius of Edward Bok, a Dutch
immigrant boy whose "Americanization" became a saga-and the
subject of a best-selling book.
Curtis hired Bok in 188g, and for
the next thirty years Bok was the
Ladies' Home journal, which he
built up into a powerful journalistic force whose influence has extended far beyond the home which
it was primarily intended to serve.
The secret of the success of this
and the other Curtis publications
was promotion, the idea that:
You could lose millions of dollars
on your circulation by selling at a
low price, yet make more millions out
of your advertising, and build up
uch a mammoth enterprise you could
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pay unprecedented prices to contributors and thus command the market
for writers and illustrators.
After Curtis took over the Saturday Evening Post, he engaged as
editor George Horace Lorimer, a
young Boston reporter who took
over the reins of the venerable
journal in 1899, when its circulation was less than 2,ooo. When
Lorimer retired, in 1937, its circulation had risen to over 3,000,ooo. This amazing growth is a
fair measure of Lorimer's journalistic prowess. As he predicted, it
became "the largest weekly magazine in the world," perhaps the
most typical of all American
magazines.
Professor Schlesinger described it
in 1941 as "the dinosaur among the
periodicals." It was seen and read
everywhere. People came to know
it as they knew their own names. Its
influence was pervasive and immeasurable. . . . The magazine was continually improved.... But the fundamental Curtis-Lorimer attitudes and
ideas on which it was based did not
change appreciably for many years.
Its influence, however, was never
in the direction of social change
or unrest. At all times it extolled
the status quo. While the currents
of liberalism in politics and economics, of drastic changes in
manners and morals, swirled about
its base, the Saturday Evening
Post loomed above them, solid

and unshaken, m its grey eminence.

The Liberal Magazines
1fT remained for other, bolder,
Jl spirits to sound the trumpet
of social progress and economic
change. Perhaps the best representative of this group of magazines
is The Nation, founded in 1865 +
by E. L. Godkin, a young Irish
immigrant. Through the years it
has remained true to the purpose
for which it was founded: to discuss current affairs, to champion
democratic ideals, to uphold the \r
cause of labor, to criticize the free
enterprise system, and to espouse
the rights of minority groups. It
enjoyed its greatest distinction
during the editorship of Oswald
Garrison Villard, from 1918 to
1933. Its list of contributors has
included virtually every leading )lo
liberal whom the country has produced for the past several decades.
Still farther to the left of center, but cut from the same cloth
-in both content and appearance
-is The New Republic. Both
magazines follow the pattern of r-such English magazines as The
New Statesman and Nation and
The Spectator, and both stress
musical, literary, and theatrical
criticism. The very nature of these
two magazines has resulted in a •
very limited circulation.
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Directed largely to the intelligentsia, they have mainly reached readers
already sympathetic to the liberal
views they express. . . . Neither . . .
carries much advertising; consequent·
ly both operate at a financial loss.
Published on h eavy-grade newsprint,
sparsely illustrated, they lack the physical attractiveness of the mass magazines.
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HO above the age of 30 does
not recall the late, lamented
Literary Digest? Founded in 1890,
it rapidly became an influential
weekly journal of current events,
and in the 192o's reached a circulation of almost two million.
Mr. 'Vood opines that it was not
During the 192o's another in- literary and scarcely a "digest,"
surgent star arose on the journalis- and that the magazine "was writtic horizon. This was T.he Amer- ten up almost entirely with a
ican Mercury, established in 1924 scissors." Its journalistic pattern
as a continuation of The Smart was to cull editorial comments on
Set. Unlike the muckraking maga· the leading issues of the day from
zines like McClure's, or liberal newspapers all over the country,
weeklies like The Nation or The and then carefully to balance the
N ew Republic, the Mercury set pros and cons of each of these
about to reform, not institutions issues. The Digest itself, of course,
or social conditions, but the char- never took a stand of its own on
acter and manners of the individ- either side of any controversy, nor
ual American himself. This was did it seek to interpret the news.
the product of the mordant wit Its function was simply to report
and brash iconoclasm of the Mer- what others were saying and thinkcury's famed editor, H. L. Menck- ing.
en, who guided the magazine
Th e Literary Digest, which in
its day was one of the most influfrom 1924 to 1933.
Not to know and admire the maga- ential of American magazines, bezine was to prove oneself an uncouth gan to wane in the 193o's, until it
barbarian, a member in good stand- received the coup de grace from
ing of the "booboisie" which Menck- its ill-fated poll of the 1936 presien attacked with such contempt and dential election. The American
savagery. . . . Mencken's American people were apparently unable to
Mercury created a magnificent stir in take seriously any longer a magaits day. It did more than that. It zine which hacl predicted a sweeppermanently affected American fiction
ing victory by Landon over Rooseand American literary criticism. It
velt.
changed the attitude toward the conThe Digest was purchased-and
ventions and affected the tastes of an
entire generation.
interred- in 1938 by a modern

W
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journalistic titan who stands in
the direct succession of Curtis,
Lorimer, Bok, and McClure. This
was Henry Luce, son of a Presbyterian missionary in China, and
co-founder with Briton Hadden in
1923 of Time, the weekly newsmagazine.
Unlike The Literary Digest . . . .
Time did not limit itself to quotations, but presented each story crisply
and smartly in what it is understatement to describe as its distinctive
style. Its editors brought two new
concepts to news magazine publishing. One was the use of research to
make each news story part of a continuous historical stream instead of
an isolated event. The other was
"group journalism," a technique by
which reporters, research workers,
and editors pooled their knowledge
and skills to produce the copy printed
anonymously in each week's issue.

Encouraged by the astonishing
success which Time achieved in
the space of only a few years, Luce
proceeded in 1930 to found a
magazine which he appropriately
titled FoTtune, directed chiefly toward the discussion of economic
and social issues. Both by its appearance and by its subscription
price, it is clearly intended for
the elite. It has, nevertheless, been
a profitable venture for its astute
publisher.
Luce really hit the hull's eye,
however, with his most daring
and ambitious enterprise of all. In

1936 he purchased the name of a
famous but moribund humor
magazine; at the same time, he
capitalized upon the idea of pictorial journalism, originated by
Frank Leslie and carried on successfully by Harpers Weekly.
Thus Life was born, and a new
chapter in the history of the
American magazine was written.
To say that the success of Life was
phenomenal would be an understatemer'lt. Today, in scarcely more
than a decade after its founding,
Life's circulation approximates
five and a half million. Operating
with the very simple formula that
the average American would rather look at pictures than take the
trouble to read, Life immediately
captured a gigantic weekly circulation. As time has gone on,
Life has devoted increasing space
to serious articles and editorials,
and its politics have swung definitely to the right of center. One
of its greatest services has been
to reproduce in color many of the
world's greatest masterpieces of
art, and to devote whole issues to
such historic periods as the Renaissance and the Edwardian Era.
"Time and Life/' writes author Wood, "are complementary.
One gives the news crisply in
words and briskly explains it. The
other gives the news in pictures,
dramatizes it. Together they give
the impression of confidence,
speed, and alertness."
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Both Time and Life have, of
course, developed competitors
and, in a degree, imitators. Newsweek, founded in 1933, serves the
., same purpose as Time, but follows a different journalistic technique. More conventional in its
approach to the news, it carries
a number of departments written
-under their own names- by specialists, and attaches significant
-+ editorial comment to its news
stories. In the pictorial field, Look
is inferior to Life both in circulation and in quality.

The Digest Magazines
., lfN this category, of course, The
ll Readers Digest towers above all
its contemporaries both in circulation and in reader interest.
Here is another epic of successful
journalism, and again a Presbyterian minister's son is the hero
of the story. DeWitt Wallace, in
.. 1922, developed and expanded
an old formula-clipping, pasting,
and reprinting something already
published. It really offers the
reader a journalistic shortcut to
what it conceives to be the best~ or at least the most readable-
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of current magazine articles. The
accent is heavily on "inspirational" articles, homey success
stories, discussions of home and
family life, with a generous sprinkling of sex. A formula like that
could hardly fail, as its circulation
figure of more than eight million
-topping anything in journalistic
history-amply testifies.
As a result of this example of
success, the digest, or pocket,
magazines have proliferated in
recent years. Lacking the character and consistent pattern of T.he
Readers Digest, few of them have
made an appreciable impact on
modern journalism .
Mr. Wood concludes this summary by observing:
The pictorial weekly, the weekly
n ews m agazine, and the monthly digest have become magazine types
characteristic of our day. They have
establish ed themselves firmly alongside the surviving literary monthlies
and the older general weekly and
monthly magazines, almost all of
which have modified their own approach to the hurried and harried
twentieth century reader in line with
lessons learned from these newer
m agazines.

Motion Picture
THE CRESSET

evaluates one of the world's most powerful forces

~
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terested in life that has "run off _.,.
the track" than in life which has
"stayed on the track." Because
it is highly profitable to feature
the lurid, the tragic, and the sensational, newspapers have developed what Dr. Overstreet calls It
"a vested interest in catastrophe,"
and newspaper readers have had
forced upon them a one-sided, distorted view of life.
The radio, Dr. Overstreet believes, has found "its vested interest in mediocrity." He readily
admits that:
.~

book, The
W. Norton
& Co., Inc., 1949), Dr. Harry A.
Overstreet says, "Four influences
are continually at work in the
shaping of our character-newspapers, radio, movies and advertising. We need, now, to ask the
psychosocial question whether the
influence of these has, in the
main, been for or against our
maturing."
Dr. Overstreet examines and
discusses the effects all these agencies have on our thinking and on
our habits. The conclusions he
draws are both enlightening and
disturbing.
Each of these agencies unquestionably has made substantial contributions to the culture of our
age and to the well-being and
happiness of our citizens. But Dr.
Overstreet fears that "their major
appeal has been to the psychological immaturities still resident
in grown men and women." Newspapers, he says, have discovered
that most people are more mhis widely read
I Mature
Mind (W.
N

Because of the radio, greatness
has poured into many homes from
many places and at many times in the
form of great symphonic music, the
news of world-transforming events,
great poetry, great speeches and great
drama .... But it would not be an
exaggeration to say that nine out of
ten of the voices the listener summons
when he turns the dial are the voices
of mediocrity-and of immaturity.
Advertising is the nation's biggest business. During every waking hour of every day we are ex-
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posed to some form of advertising
-advertising carefully designed to
make us want something, to make
us feel that our lives are incom• plete and that the thing, or
things, we lack can be bought for
money. Dr. Overstreet believes
that "the ego-absorption encouraged by endless invitations to
buy arrest our maturing. Advertising has its own peculiar vested
'""' interest: in human self-indulgence."
Now we come to the motion
picture. Dr. Overstreet asks:

"

Aie the movies a force for ma turing? To ask this question is, almost,
to answer it. Hollywood has become
a synonym for vacuity serviced by
technical experts: highly profitable
vacuity, since a staggering proportion
of Americans, young and old, week
after week, place themselves under
its influence.

Hollywood has its own special
formulas for success. Long ago
movie-makers learned to capitalize
on man's hopes, on his dreams,
and on his frustrations. By way
of the screen they give him a
dream fulfillment of his hopes,
a vicarious realization of his
dreams, and an illusory compensation for his frustrations. The
cares and the boredom of everyday living are dulled or softened
by the glamor and the fantasy of
a make-believe world. Dr. Overstreet declares:
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Fulfillment by fantasy: this is the
p attern of psychological immaturity.
Fulfillment by a rational, sustained
program of action: this is the pattern
of psychological maturity. To an
overwhelming extent, the Hollywood
formula has been on the side of immaturity. Hollywood has a vested interest in escapism. Inevitably, therefore, it has a vested interest in emotional immaturity.

Dr. Overstreet does not conclude
his investigation of the newspapers, radio, motion pictures, and
advertising on a note of black
pessimism. He tells us that we
should not place the total blame
for our immaturity on these powerful agencies. They are only a
part of the complete picture. He
tells us, too, that there are effective ways in which the public
can, if it will, force these agencies
"to cater as assiduously to our
mature wants as they now do to
our immaturity." Through our
homes and schools, through organized groups of consumers, and
through determined groups of
parents we can voice our protests
against mediocre wares and raise
our standards of measurement.
The public can learn - and is
learning-to be something more
mature than the advertisers' "perfect consumer." "Such methods
for making demands upon those
who make up our minds are in
their infancy. But it is a promising infancy."
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Some day the world may know
the entire story of the courageous
Hungarian Cardinal who three
times suffered imprisonment because he dared speak out against
oppression and subversion. J oseph Cardinal Mindszenty, born
Joseph Pehm, the son of simple
peasants, was an obscure parish
priest when he was imprisoned
because he had opposed the brutal
tyranny of Bela Kun. He had
risen to a position of importance
in the church when his resistance
to the blandishments of the despised Nazi invader sent him to
prison for the second time. He
had been made Prince Primate
of Hungary when his fearless denunci ation of the evil doctrine of
communism brought about his
arrest on patently trumped-up
charges of treason. The arrest as
well as the subsequent trial and
conviction of the well-loved Cardinal aroused a storm of protest
all over the world. The tragic
spectacle of a strong, dauntless
man broken and crushed by alltoo familiar methods of physical
and psychological torture is one
which should not be forgotten.
The time has come when everyone must take a stand. Surely the
events of this blood-drenched era
must have taught us this one lesson: that an attack on any religious or racial group constitutes
a direct threat to every religious

or racial group. Bear this in mind
when you go to see Guilty of
TTeason, produced by Jack Wrather and Robert Golden and directed by Felix Feist. Remember -.
that the fact that the principal
character is a Roman Catholic
prelate is only incidental. This
is the fate which fanatical communists would, if they could,
mete out to everyone who dares
resist communist domination. ~
Guilty of Treason presents a grim
and poignant story. The film is
based on the book As We See
Russia, a factual account written
by members of the American
Overseas Press Club. Incidentally, "'
Cardinal Mindszenty's life story,
as it is told in the film, closely
follows Bela Fabian's recent biography of his famous countryman. Charles Bickford portrays
the Cardinal with authority and
admirable simplicity. Paul Kelly
is excellent as the American cor- ~
respondent, and Bonita Granville is adequate as the Hungarian
school teacher. Richard Derr's
portrayal of the Russian officer
is stiff and superficial. Guilty of
Treason unquestionably has
punch and power; but I should
like to see a film which captures
the full impact of the danger
which threatens the free peoples
of the world-a film which could
awaken them to the immediacy
of this danger and to the realiza-
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tion that this fight is everybody's
business. It is the most important
business anyone will ever have.
Two branches of the armed
~ forces are featured in two excellent war pictures. Twelve
o'Clock High (2oth Century-Fox,
Henry King) pays tribute to the
brave men of the Eighth Air
Force. The film is based on the
personal experiences recounted in
-! a popular work by Lt. Col. Sy
Bartlett and Col. Beirne Lay, Jr.
The screen script was written by
them. The scene is somewhere in
England in the year 1942. The
exciting and chilling combat se• quences are excerpts from official
air force records. They were made
by German and United States air
force photographers. In air force
language "twelve o'clock high"
means "bombers over target." A
good title for a direct hit.
Sands of Iwo ]ima (Republic,
~ Alan Dwan), like Twelve o'Clock
High, is a grim reminder that
war takes an appalling toll in
human lives and human suffering.
Dedicated to the United States
Marines, Sands of Iwo ]ima recreates the bloody fighting on
Tarawa and Iwo Jim a. Here, too,
actual combat sequences are used
with telling effectiveness. The historic raising of the Stars and
Stripes on the peak of Mt. Surabachi has left an indelible imprint on the h earts and minds
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of Americans. We dare not forget
that the path to the top of Surabachi was a tortuous trail of horror and carnage. Old Glory flew
over Iwo Jima only because the
Americans who died there did not
count the cost too high. The
story for Sands of lwo ]ima is
hackneyed and thin. It does not
measure up to the incomparable
drama of history.
On the lighter side we have
When Willie Comes Marching
Home (2oth Century-Fox, John
Ford), an engaging and lighthearted comedy expertly directed
by John Ford. The story of young
Bill Kluggs, frustrated would-be
hero, builds to a hilarious climax.
In this picture everyone has fun
acting. You, too, will have fun
when you see it.
The hundreds of thousands of
readers who enjoyed the delightful novel Mrs. Mike will take
pleasure in the film version directed by Louis King and released
through United Artists. Mrs. Mike
is a tender, warmly human tale
of life in the harsh wildernesses of
the Canadian Northwest. The acting is excellent.
You can write off Whirlpool
(2oth Century-Fox, Otto Preminger). This is a muddled, exaggerated, and thoroughly ridiculous yarn masquerading in pseudo-scientific apparel.
Dear Wife (Paramount, Richard
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Haydn) is a sparkling sequel to
Norman Krasna's gay wartime
comedy Dear Ruth.
Movie-producers· are still finding gold in "them thar hills."
Here are two true-to -formula
westerns: The Nevadan (Columbia) and Davy Crockett, Indian
Scout (United Artists).
The Man on the Eiffel Tower
(RKO-Radio) has some exciting
moments. But it does not fully
capture the suspense of Georges
Simenon's psychological thriller
A Battle of Nerves, from which it
was adapted.

T.he Third Man (Alexander
Korda-David Selznick, producers;
Carol Reed, director), on the
other hand, is unusually effective
melodrama. Fine acting, superb v •
photography, and brilliant direction raise this production far
above the average film releases.
Here are three dull slapstick
potboilers: Tell It to the judge
(Columbia), The Lady Takes a
Sailor (Warners), and And Baby -!tMakes Three (Columbia). There
are some big names in the casts
for these pictures. Do not let
them fool you.

Four Poems
BY CoRONA PowERS

Around the Bend
Around the bend on the old back road
Lives a blacksmith, worn and gray.
Once he was young and full of life;
Of all the boys the most gay.
Anytime from daylight to dusk
You could hear his anvil ring.
And with the measured stroke of the iron
Came the strains that he loved to sing.
No more does he shoe the gallant steeds
That bear fair ladies home,
But in his shop by the bend of the road
He welcomes those who roam.

r

The village parson or Jimmy Brown
Know the smithy will understand
Their smallest fears and deep desires,
And lend a helping hand.
I think as I walk by the bend in the road .
And the old smith smiles at me;
What friends this blacksmith might have been
With the Stranger of Galilee.
6g
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Just Begin
Do you wish the world were happy?
W'ell, suppose you make a start
By dropping seeds of kindness
Into one aching heart.
For the joys that come to many
Often grow from one small grain,
And the hand that plants the acorn
Shelters armies from the rain.

This Battle First
I dreamed of valleys unconquered
Of oceans and mountains and seas,
The universe as my garden
And time to think as I please.

I

,
~

~
~

The desert and highlands both beckoned,
And a vision of rolling blue foamBut God spoke deeper within me
"There's need for your service at home."
I prayed, Let me go where I'm needed!
He answered, This battle's not won.
I turned my face back where I came from
And whispered, "Let Thy will be done."

Detours
When the road ahead is crowded
We're inclined to try the trails,
But it's usually on the detours
That we pick up the nails.

'

Lette:r to the Editor

Dear Sir:
Subject: Book review
January
The Case of General
Yamashita
1950 CRESSET

The question is difficult to answer. We are reluctant to
accept only the apology of Author Reel, one of the defense
attorneys on the losing side of the trial. On his presentation
alone should we disagree with the military tribunal, the
prosecution, and all but two members of the Supreme
Court which sat in review of the trial? (A question mark
should also have followed your heading "Travesty on Justice.")
The radio presentation "Author Meets the Critic" could
not reach as simple an agreement as did your reviewer, Mr.
Louis F. Bartelt.
Walter P. Wilkins
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associate who wrote the March

comment on Johann Sebastian
T
Bach in "Notes and Comments" has

Seals. The seals are sold for the benefit of crippled children.
It is not our practice to endorse
campaigns, but certainly no one is
quite so far gone that he can turn
a deaf ear to a child's appeal for
help. We've already pretty well battered up the world
we are going to pass ,
on to our children. 't'
The least we can
do is try to fit them
as well as we can
to cope with it.

asked our help in answering the
numerous letters that have come in
pointing out that Bach did not die
in February but in July-July 28,
1 750, to be exact.
The misunderstanding arose from
the fact that the
writer actually did
attend an event in
February marking
the bicentennial of
Bach's death. SeemAfter reading ,
ingly, such events
Thomas Coates' reare being scheduled
sume of American
for every month of
this year. His referperiodicalliterature "+
ence to the event
in these past two
apparently was
months' "Reading
Room," we feel a
taken by some of
PROBLEMS
lot better about our
our readers as·a refCONTRIBUTORS
erence to the anniown place in the
versary of Bach's
picture. As magaFINAL NOTES
death. For falling
zines go, we are
short of THE CRESSgetting up in years
and we are still
ET goal of diamondlike clarity in writalive. Somewhere
ing, we have asrecently we read a
signed our erring brother to a threefigure on the number of magazines
weeks' cram course in Esperanto
that have appeared and died since , .
under the iron hand of Dr. Graebner. we frrst started publishing. We don't
remember the figure but it was something astounding. And our survival
is not due to "inspirational articles,
homey success stories, discussions of
We hope that our readers will re- home and family life, with a generous
member that these weeks just before sprinkling of sex," either. So there,
Easter are the time for buying Easter Rd,-s Dgst!
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